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Abstract

We study variation of peer effects in rooftop photovoltaic adoption by households. Our

investigation employs geocoded data on all potential adopters and on all grid-connected

photovoltaic systems set up in Germany through 2010. We construct an individual mea-

sure of peer effects for each potential adopter. For identification, we exploit exogenous

variation in two dimensions of photovoltaic system roof appropriateness of neighbors:

their inclination and their orientation. Using discrete choice models with panel data, we

find evidence for causal peer effects. However, the impact of one previously installed

PV system on current adoption decreases over time. We also show that visible PV

systems cause an increase in the odds of installing which is up to three times higher

in comparison to all PV systems. At rural locations visibility may be less important,

which indicates that word-of-mouth communication plays a stronger role.
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1 Introduction

The diffusion of new technologies in space and time results from a series of individual

decisions to adopt, i.e., to begin using the new technology. Identifying factors driving

the adoption decision is key to understanding the process of economic development and

growth. Such knowledge helps organizations to foster diffusion, because new technologies

often diffuse more slowly than desired (Rogers 1983; Hinz et al. 2011).

We contribute to the literature on technology adoption of consumers by analyzing

the spatio-temporal diffusion of all rooftop photovoltaic systems set up by households in

Germany through 2010. Photovoltaics (PV) are solar cell systems for producing electric

power. Germany has been among the countries with the most PV systems for several

years, with total nominal PV power installed amounting to 46 gigawatt by the end of 2018

(Wirth 2019). This corresponds to the highest installed PV power per capita worldwide

(IEA 2019).

The energy transition problem is a major challenge of the current century and PV

technology has the potential to contribute noticeably to this process. PV can help to

relieve energy dependency on fossil fuels (IPCC 2018). This is important from an ecolog-

ical, economical, and political point of view. Organizations – firms and the state – active

in the energy market are interested in understanding the PV adoption process.

Technology adoption is difficult to study empirically, because use of technology is

seldom observed directly (Atkin et al. 2017). Adoption depends on the technology, but

also on consumer behavior. Several studies reveal that peer effects influence consumers’

individual technology adoption decisions in general (Conley and Udry 2010; Manchanda,

Y. Xie, and Youn 2008; Goldenberg et al. 2009; Katona, Zubcsek, and Sarvary 2011;

Risselada, Verhoef, and Bijmolt 2014) and PV adoption in particular (Bollinger and

Gillingham 2012). Peers are – in this context – considered as proximate adopters in

preceding periods. Bollinger and Gillingham’s (2012) seminal paper shows that peer

effects drive PV adoption. Their study and most others on (PV) adoption (Graziano

and Gillingham 2015; Rode and Weber 2016) aggregate data to regions or local spatial

units. Aggregate data does not allow us to build a specific measure of the peer effect
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for individual adopters and may yield biased results (Albuquerque, Bronnenberg, and

Corbett 2007; Angst et al. 2010). Our setting helps to better understand the technology

adoption process, because we have access to exact locational panel data on all photovoltaic

adopters (almost 800,000) and potential adopters (some 18 million). We determine an

individual measure for peer effects for each potential PV adopter per year on the very

local level. Since the decision to adopt in a certain period is discrete (Karshenas and

Stoneman 1992), we employ a discrete choice approach (McFadden 2001) to analyze PV

adoption (Section 2).

The purpose of this paper is, first, to identify causal peer effects in PV adoption,

second, to test for spatio-temporal variation, and, third, to study visibility as a channel

of peer effects. Identifying peer effects comes with well-known challenges. In a series of

analyses, we use high-dimensional multi-level fixed effects to control for (local) unobserved

heterogeneity, adoption shocks (on the net present value of PV systems, for example) and

the tendency that neighbors may be alike and may have similar preferences for adoption

(homophily). We also consider the reflection problem (Manski 1993). It refers to situations

in which the adoption decision of an individual depends on others in her reference group

and vice versa. The results provide strong evidence for the robustness of our analyses.

We conduct a Germany-wide analysis and a case study for the federal state Baden-

Württemberg, with some 3 million potential adopters for whom we have even more de-

tailed data (see Section 2). The Germany-wide analysis (Section 3.1) reveals that peer

effects in PV system adoption are very localized. We find different scales of the effects

in rural and non-rural areas, and a larger peer effect in the east compared to the west of

Germany. To be precise, a single prior PV system within 200 meters distance increases

the odds of installing a PV system by 9% (in rural areas in the west) to 26% (in rural

areas in the east) in 2001. Interestingly, the odds decline to 16% (in rural areas in the

east) and below in 2010.

One concern is that endogeneity may bias our estimates. To confidently argue that

our estimates reflect a causal peer effect, we exploit exogenous source of variation in the

installed base. In our case study of Baden-Württemberg, we utilize exogenous variation in
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two dimensions of photovoltaic system roof appropriateness: inclination and orientation

of roofs from previous PV adopters nearby. We use both to conduct an instrumental

variable (IV) estimation (Section 3.2). The roof inclination and orientation of previous PV

adopters nearby should be exogenous to the adoption decision of a given potential adopter

since roofs were built in nearly all cases before PV system diffusion reached relevant levels:

the houses were constructed without considering a PV system. Further, we show that the

inclination and the orientation of the roof of a given adopter are not correlated to those

of neighboring roofs. Nevertheless, we include fixed effects on the street-level, which

controls for potentially similar PV appropriateness (or potentially similar inclination and

orientation) of roofs in the same street. The instruments are strong in the first stage

regression. An overidentifying restrictions test supports their validity. Our instrumental

variable estimation indicates that peer effects indeed drive PV adoption.

We study visibility as one potential channel of peer effects.1 We exploit the fact that

PV systems are special in the sense that they may or may not be directly seen from a

street or buildings nearby. We are able to identify different peer effects for PV systems

nearby a street and those not nearby a street. We also construct a measure for peer

effects considering PV systems directly visible from a given building or not. As such, we

disentangle the impact of visibility and, as alternative hypotheses, for instance, proximity

or word-of-mouth on peer effects (Chen, Wang, and J. Xie 2011). Our measures for visible

PV systems indicate an up to three times higher increase in the odds of installing than

our measures with all PV systems. Further, our results reveal that peer effects rely less on

visibility in rural areas. Neighbors in rural areas may be more closely related to each other

than in non-rural areas. In consequence, alternative channels such as word-of-mouth may

be more important for peer effects in PV adoption in rural areas whereas in urban areas

visibility seems to be dominant.

Our empirical findings give new managerial insights to achieve adoption targets that

are also valuable for other markets, such as novel foods or electric vehicles (Section 4).

Firstly, sales strategies should vary over time: in the early stages of diffusion seed instal-

1Bollinger and Gillingham (2012) also discuss the visibility of PV systems but only exploit the size of
a system. Larger systems are not necessarily better visible. We therefore use exact locational individual
level data to identify whether a PV system is visible from a street and buildings.
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lations – in particular, if visible – are promising. In later stages salespersons might be

more likely to achieve a given adoption target. Secondly, sales strategies should also vary

in space: While visibility seems to be sufficient in urban areas, more effort needs to be

spent in rural areas (sales events, salespersons etc). Also, regions which are less developed

(such as the east of Germany) are more sensitive to peer effects. This finding points to

the potential of peripheral regions to contribute to the transition of the energy system, for

instance due to PV adoption. Further, policy makers and firms may support peer effects

to overcome a slowdown in adoption, which could for instance be induced by the phase

out of a subsidy system.

2 Data and Modeling Approach

In Appendix A, we underpin our modeling approach with random utility theory and

outline the corresponding econometric model specification. We conduct a Germany-wide

analysis and a case study on a subset, using data from Baden-Württemberg.

Germany-wide analysis. – We consider 18,413,514 buildings n in Germany in 2009

and 769,525 PV systems, each allocated to a mutually exclusive building. We study the

years t = 2001, . . . , 2010 since very few systems were set up before (see Figure 4 and

Figure 5 in Appendix A.2). Figure 1 visualizes the spatio-temporal dimension of the

choice variable yn,t by a small scale example. yn,t defines whether a building n is equipped

with a PV system in year t or not.

To analyze the impact of peers on the decision to adopt we use the installed base

(Farrell and Saloner 1986). The lagged installed base (IBn,t−1) measures the number

of preexisting PV installations within a radius of 200m around the location of a choice

maker. As an alternative measure, the lagged installed base
(
IB

1/d
n,t−1

)
measures the

number of preexisting PV installations within a radius of 200m around the location of a

choice maker, with the importance of each location weighted by the inverse distance.

Figure 4 in Appendix A.1 illustrates the spatio-temporal dimension of our data. The

figure shows that there are differences in PV density in the east and in the west, which

may be due to a general economic development lag in the east (Redding and Sturm
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Figure 1: Excerpt of the PV adoption process for Germany-wide analysis.

Notes: Hollow circles represent potential adopters. Filled circles are PV installations. The color indicates
the year of installation, i.e., the first year when we observe a PV system. Older PV installations are colored
in yellow, more recent PV installations in blue.

2008). There are also differences in PV density in urban and rural areas. Since more

previous adopters may reduce uncertainty for potential new adopters, valuable experience

from previous adopters may be less relevant during later stages of the diffusion path. In

consequence, we presume that the peer effect might be spatially non-stationary between

east and west and rural and non-rural locations. We describe our data sources and the

level of detail of the data in Appendix A.2. There, we also provide formal definitions and

descriptive statistics.

Case Study Baden-Württemberg. – Detailed data on Baden-Württemberg allows us

to identify causal peer effects and to build installed base measures that take into account

the visibility of a PV system. This analysis is based on a sub-sample consisting of 71,432

household PV systems installed in Baden-Württemberg through 2010.

To identify causal peer effects, we need exogenous variation correlated with our mea-

sure of the installed base but not driving the actual adoption decisions of a given adopter.

We employ high-resolution data on the appropriateness of roofs for PV systems in the

federal state Baden-Württemberg. Figures 8 and 9 in Appendix A.3 illustrate the high-

resolution data. The spatio-temporal lag variable Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1
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measures the number of preexisting PV installations within radius 200m around the loca-

tion of building n, with the importance of each location weighted by an exogenous measure

for the inclination of a roof on a linear scale between 0 and 100%. The electricity gener-

ation potential is best for an inclination of 37°, which corresponds to 100%, whereas the

maximum value of 74° (in the data set) corresponds to 0 and a linear scale in-between.2

Similarly, the spatio-temporal lag variable Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 measures

the number of preexisting PV installations within radius 200m around the location of

building n, with the importance of each location weighted by an exogenous measure for

the orientation of a roof on a linear scale between 0 and 100%. A perfect south orientation

corresponds to 100% whereas an orientation to the north corresponds to 0 and a linear

scale in-between.3 Both instruments do not account for the roof area feasible for PV since

we do not want to weight larger roofs more strongly: larger roofs may be associated with

confounding factors such as higher incomes or levels of education which may be related to

the PV adoption decision. In an instrumental variable estimation, we employ Inclination

of neighboring roofsn,t−1 and Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 as exogenous variables

to predict the installed base and then, in a second step, use the predicted ̂IBn,t−1 to

identify causal peer effects in PV adoption.

To analyze the impact of visibility on peer effects, we merge the roof-specific informa-

tion on a building (orientation and inclination) with OpenStreetMap data on the course

of roads. This enables us to include only PV systems which are within 50m distance to

the next road
(
IBNR50

n,t−1

)
since these are likely to be visible from this road. We assume

that PV systems located farther away than 50 meters from the closest street are less likely

to be visible. We do not account for obstacles like trees etc. In Figure 2, we illustrate

IBNR50
n,t−1 in green while the large red point indicates that the PV system (in yellow) with

the green next road 50m corridor area would be visible from the street.

IB���NR50
n,t−1 includes the PV systems which are not located within 50m distance to the

next road. They are less likely to be visible.

2Flat roofs also have a 100% inclination value since perfectly inclined PV systems (on stilts) can be
installed there. The minimum inclination for non-flat roofs is 6° which corresponds to an inclination value
of 6/37% and a linear scale between the optimal inclination of 100%.

3Flat roofs also have a 100% orientation value since perfectly oriented PV systems (on stilts) may be
installed there.
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Figure 2: Visibility measures of peer effects.

Notes: The map shows the construction principle of our installed base visibility measures
IBNR50

n,t−1,IB���NR50
n,t−1 , IB^

n,t−1 and IB 6^n,t−1. If the next road point lies within the green next road 50m

corridor area, the PV system is included in the installed base measure IBNR50
n,t−1. The example (in green)

shows a next road point (in large, red) that is considered in the measure. IB���NR50
n,t−1 includes the remaining

PV systems, i.e., the ones which are not located within the green next road 50m corridor area. The
example in orange illustrates an installed base measure for which no building lies in between the choice
maker’s location and a (yellow) PV system within 50m distance (for which the south roof should be
visible for the choice maker). In consequence, the PV system is directly visible from the building for
which we calculate the installed base in that case

(
IB^

n,t−1
)
. In blue, we see an example for an installed

base measure for which a building lies in between the potential adopter and the (yellow) PV system
nearby. Therefore, the PV system is not directly visible from the potential adopter’s building, for which

we calculate the installed base
(
IB 6^n,t−1

)
. The example is based on data from 2010.

The orientation of roof-top PV systems of households in Germany is mainly to the

south. We use the orientation to construct two additional measures of visibility for the

installed base. We also build installed base measures based on direct visibility of PV

systems from one building to another. IB^
n,t−1 includes the PV systems directly visible

to a choice-maker (see orange corridor area in Figure 2) whereas IB 6^n,t−1 refers to the PV

systems which are not directly visible because another building lies in between (see blue

corridor area in Figure 2). In Appendix A.3, we show summary statistics, provide formal

definitions and describe our data sources.

Modeling approach. – We consider the owner(s) of a building to make the choice to

install a PV system in a certain period or not. As such we denote observation n as the
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choice maker. We use random utility theory – as described in Appendix A.4 – to model

the adoption decision, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing

a PV system in t: ∆yn,t. We run logit and conditional logit regressions. We also make

use of the linear probability model to include high-dimensional multi-level fixed effects.

Because a choice maker adopts at most once within the considered time span, we censor

observations. In our case study for Baden-Württemberg, we have choice maker n-specific

information available. There, we control for choice maker n-specific potential electricity

production per square meter (sqm) and maximum module area. PV installations got

cheaper during our period of study and the subsidy system changed. Both may have an

time-variant influence on adoption. We therefore also control for choice maker n-specific

potential electricity production per sqm and maximum module area interacted with a

time trend.

3 Results and Discussion

We first discuss our baseline findings for the Germany-wide analysis and some robustness

checks (Section 3.1). Then, we turn to our case study of Baden-Württemberg to identify

causal effects in the adoption process (Section 3.2). Finally, we study a potential channel

for peer effects in PV adoption: visibility (Section 3.3).

3.1 Spatio-Temporal Variation of Peer Effects across Germany

Baseline results. – Column (1) in Table 1 illustrates the estimated (logit) odds ratios

with temporal fixed effects and federal state fixed effects. Temporal fixed effects absorb

time specific adoption shocks that could for instance be caused by changes in the subsidy

system. Federal state fixed effects cover federal state specific effects, e.g. differences in sun

intensity or additional subsidies in a federal state. The estimates reveal that the installed

base has an odds ratio significantly greater than one. In consequence, the installed base

has a positive influence on the decision to install a PV system. That is, the more proximate

PV systems in the preceding years, the higher the propensity of a potential adopter to
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obtain a PV system in the current year. This finding provides evidence for localized peer

effects in the adoption of PV systems.

Table 1: Estimates for peer effects and their spatio-temporal variation in Germany with
different types of fixed effects. Column (1) shows odds ratios from logit, columns (2, 4-5)
odds ratios from conditional logit and column (3) coefficients from OLS.

District-Year &
Year FE District-Year FE Choice maker FE District-Year FE Choice maker FE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CLogit CLogit OLS CLogit CLogit

∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t yn,t

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 1.09∗∗ 1.01∗∗ 0.00016∗∗ 1.14∗∗ 1.16∗∗

(110.6) (4.55) (8.90) (3.87) (9.90)
IBn,t−1 × Year2002 0.97 0.91∗∗

(−0.84) (−5.72)
IBn,t−1 × Year2003 0.89∗∗ 0.88∗∗

(−3.02) (−8.23)
IBn,t−1 × Year2004 0.88∗∗ 0.84∗∗

(−3.77) (−11.1)
IBn,t−1 × Year2005 0.90∗∗ 0.83∗∗

(−2.98) (−12.5)
IBn,t−1 × Year2006 0.92∗ 0.80∗∗

(−2.37) (−14.5)
IBn,t−1 × Year2007 0.90∗∗ 0.79∗∗

(−2.99) (−15.7)
IBn,t−1 × Year2008 0.90∗∗ 0.80∗∗

(−2.97) (−15.3)
IBn,t−1 × Year2009 0.90∗∗ 0.80∗∗

(−2.95) (−15.4)
IBn,t−1 × Year2010 0.90∗∗ 0.80∗∗

(−2.94) (−15.4)
IBn,t−1 × Eastin 1.06∗∗ 0.97∗∗

(5.52) (−3.01)
IBn,t−1 × Ruraljn 0.96∗∗ 0.97∗∗

(−18.1) (−10.2)
IBn,t−1 × Ruraljn × Eastin 1.12∗∗ 1.02

(4.84) (0.75)
Controls:

Ruraljn 1.51∗∗

(79.2)
Ruraljn × Eastin 0.75∗∗

(−15.1)
Eastin 1.43

(0.69)

Observations 182,750,649 74,997,032 182,727,991 74,997,032 5,765,940
DFM 25 1 1 16 22
Final log-likelihood -3,347,984 -2,618,881 -2,614,787 -1,180,134

Adj. R2 0.07
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes No No
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes No No
Districti×Yeart fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No Yes No No

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios) in columns (1-2) and (4-5) and coefficients in column (3); robust t
statistics in parentheses (in column (3), t statistics are based on SE clustered on the district-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV
system in t. Column (1) is estimated via logit. The panel of 18,413,514 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results
in 184,135,140 observations. We censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed
a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 182,750,649
observations. We estimate column (1) with logit and columns (2,4-5) with the conditional logit estimator. The sample
is the same across columns. However, the conditional logit estimator drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in
terms of Districti×Yeart groups for column (2) and (4) (choice makers for column (5)). I.e., for column (2) and (4)
Districti×Yeart groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are dropped. For
column (5) choice makers with no adoption are dropped. Similarly, singleton observations are dropped in column (3).
These procedures result in fewer observations. We estimate but do not show the constant for column (1). f

(
dn,m

)
= 1

and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.

District × year fixed effects ηin,t. – To measure peer effects more confidently, Col-

umn (2) in Table 1 illustrates that our estimates are robust to controlling for detailed

spatial fixed effects. We consider 77,847 districts i.4 This approach takes time-variant

4The average area of a statistical district i is about 4.6 sqkm and the average number of buildings in
such a statistical district i is 237. For instance, the largest German city Berlin (3.6 million inhabitants
in 2010) consists of 3886 districts i.
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(and invariant, e.g. caused by demographics) adoption shocks on the districti level into

account.5 Such a shock could be a local advertisement campaign by a PV seller, a new

local subsidy fostering PV installations, a housing development in which new local regu-

lations force residents to install PV, or simply different propensities to adopt at different

stages along the diffusion path. The fixed effects also control for homophily at the districti

level. Homophily refers to the tendency that neighboring adopters share characteristics

and preferences.

Districti × yeart ηin,t and choice makern fixed effects αn. – We estimate column (3)

in Table 1 with the linear probability model since it allows us to include two levels of

high-dimensional fixed effects. Our results remain unaffected from also considering choice

maker fixed effects. This approach also takes time-invariant individual effects into account.

These could be caused by individual-specific characteristics as income or the suitability

of a roof for a PV systems, e.g. determined by roof inclination, roof orientation or roof

size.

In column (4), we focus on odds ratios from conditional logit again. This procedure

does not allow us to to include several levels of high-dimensional fixed-effects. According

to column (4) with Districti × yeart fixed effects (Table 1), the peer effect varies across

space. The odds ratio of installing in rural parts in the west is lower than in non-rural

parts. The interaction of the installed base with Eastn indicates that the peer effect is

even larger for choice makers in the east of Germany. Since the fraction of buildings

with PV is lower in the east (see Figure 5 in Appendix A.2), the east may still be in

a very early stage of the diffusion path. Our estimates on temporal variation of peer

effects indicate that the peer effect may be more important in the early stage of diffusion.

During this stage, uncertainty regarding the reliability of a PV system may be higher:

therefore, information from peers might be more important in the east compared to the

west of Germany. Similarly, the interaction between IBn,t−1 and Ruraljn is significantly

less than 1, i.e., the peer effect may be more important in non-rural than in rural areas.

5A districti fixed effect for every year of study, i.e. 77, 847 × 10 = 778, 470 fixed effects. Districti
× Yeart fixed effects also control for spatial differences at higher levels of aggregation: e.g., additional
time-variant incentives to install PV in a specific federal state. See Greene (2012, pp. 721-724) for details
on the conditional logit estimator.
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We now focus on the time-varying coefficients of the installed base in Column (4).

An obvious interpretation of the level of our results is in terms of a one unit increase in

IBn,t−1, which roughly corresponds to a one standard deviation increase and is equal to

one previously installed PV system within 200m distance. The estimates from column (4)

in Table 1 reveal that for a one unit increase in the installed base, we expect the odds

of installing a PV system (in non-rural areas in the west in 2001) to increase by 14%.

The odds of installing in year 2002 does not statistically vary compared to 2001: it is

insignificant to all relevant levels. However, a one unit increase in the installed base

increases the odds of installing a PV system for instance in 2006 by (1.14 × 0.92 − 1) ×

100% = 5%.

Figure 3 illustrates the diminishing odds of installing from a one unit IBn,t−1 increase

over time. The figure also illustrates differences between rural vs. non-rural and east

vs. west. In consequence, peer effects are more relevant during the very early phase of

technology diffusion. A decrease in odds – in western rural areas from 2003 on (excluding

2006), for example – provides evidence for a saturation effect. Our study reveals that

PV diffusion has matured in western Germany from the mid 2000’s on. The figure also

indicates a break in the diminishing odds of installing from increases in IBn,t−1 in 2004.

This break may be linked to changes in the feed-in tariff by the Amendment of the

Renewable Energy Sources Act in 2004. This effect seems to last until 2006, when odds

decline again until 2007 and from then on stay constant. The break in 2004 indicates that

a change in the subsidy system may have increased uncertainty for potential adopters. In

consequence, the importance of peers may have grown again.

Rode and Weber (2016) find evidence for a larger peer effect at higher levels of

remaining non-adopters. This is in line with our finding of a higher peer effect in the very

early stages of diffusion. In contrast, Bollinger and Gillingham’s (2012, p. 905) analysis

indicates that the peer effect may increase over time. Possibly, reasons for PV adoption

largely vary in Bollinger and Gillingham’s sample from California and ours from Germany,

where feeding PV electricity into the grid is highly subsidized: Bollinger and Gillingham

mention that marketing efforts leveraged peer effects in the later periods of their study in

California.
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Figure 3: Spatio-temporal variation in peer effects.

Notes: The graph displays the increase in odds of installing a PV system in certain periods given an
increase in the installed base by one system (for the specification of column (4) in Table 1). For example,
an additional existing PV system yields an increase in the odds of installing a PV system by (1.14 ×
0.92× 1.06− 1)× 100% = 11.2% in eastern non-rural areas in Germany in 2006.

Robustness. – We conduct several robustness tests. In Appendix C.1 we give details.

First, we illustrate that our estimates are robust to a distance-weighted measure of the

installed base. As the results for distance-weighted and non-distance-weighted measures of

the installed base are in line, it is unlikely that proximity is the real channel driving of our

results. Second, when focusing on industrial PV systems we do not find evidence for peer

effects. This makes sense as industrial investors should search for the best location across

a large region or even the whole country. Third, we randomly allocate the same number of

PV installations, which were in fact installed in Germany per year, to existing buildings.

This procedure confirms that our estimations do not find a positive peer effect in PV

system adoption by definition. Fourth, we illustrate that incorporating PV installations

from the last year instead of all previous installations in the installed base measure does

not affect our core findings. The estimates indicate that last year’s PV installations

are more relevant for the peer effect in comparison to the ones installed a longer time
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ago. This finding is in line with Graziano and Gillingham’s (2015, p. 19) evidence for

a “diminishing neighbor effect over time since prior installations”. Fifth, our findings

remain unaffected by lagging our peer effect measure by two years (Rode and Weber

2016). We can therefore confidently rule out that the ‘reflection problem’ described by

Manski (1993) biases our results. The reflection problem applies to situations where

the adoption decision of an individual n depends on others in n’s reference group and

n’s adoption also affects other group members. The time lag is very likely to rule out

the possibility that the individual could have affected the adoption decision of reference

group members, which in turn influenced the individual’s adoption. Sixth, we discuss

characteristics of district i with many PV systems. Seventh, we also illuminate adopter

characteristics by exploiting the household panel survey Socio-Economic Panel. Eighth,

we show that our results are robust to different cut-off radii and different functional forms

for our distance weights.

3.2 Causality: Case Study of Baden-Württemberg

Baseline results. – We take a closer look at the federal state Baden-Württemberg be-

cause building-specific data on PV appropriateness is available. For convenience rea-

sons, we estimate a time-invariant coefficient for the peer effect. In Table 2, we illus-

trate that our results for Baden-Württemberg are in the ballpark of those for Germany.

Column (1) confirms a positive significant peer effect in PV adoption when we include

Districti × Yeart fixed effects. They are robust to even more detailed spatial fixed effects:

Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects (see column (2)).6 Also, the results are unaffected

when using a distance-weighted installed base measure, see column (3). Column (4) illus-

trates that in Baden-Württemberg there is no evidence for a statistically differing peer

effect in rural and non-rural areas. Robustness checks, which are not shown, confirm that

the peer effect importance is decreasing over time, as in our Germany-wide analysis.

Instrumental variables. – Of course, the association between PV adoption and the

installed base could be driven by some omitted variable that is the real driver of installing

6There are 544,243 streets in our data set for Baden-Württemberg and 8988 district i. As some streets
only lie in one districti and as we include a fixed effect for every year of study, we end up with 5,785,981
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects. The average number of buildings in such a Districti×Streetk is 5.
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a PV system and that is correlated with the installed base, beyond our controls. To

confidently argue that our estimates reflect a causal peer effect, we need some exogenous

source of variation in the installed base. That is, variation in the installed base that is

driven by factors that do not directly affect the adoption of a given potential installer

or that are not correlated with factors that may drive adoption, other than the installed

base.

Table 2: Odds ratios from conditional logit estimates for peer effects for Case Study of
Baden-Wuerttemberg.

Baseline Street FE Distance-weighted Urban vs. rural

(1) (2) (3) (4)
CLogit CLogit CLogit CLogit

∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t yn,t

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 1.02∗∗ 1.02∗∗ 1.02∗∗

(8.98) (4.87) (4.34)
IBn,t−1 × Ruraljn 1.01

(1.64)
Installed base (distance-weighted):

IB
1/d
n,t−1 1.79∗

(2.22)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn 1.6E+9∗∗ 5.2E+7∗∗ 5.2E+7∗∗ 5.2E+7∗∗

(16.4) (10.8) (10.8) (10.8)
Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 1.24 0.90 0.90 0.90

(1.44) (−0.56) (−0.56) (−0.57)
Maximum module arean 1.14∗∗ 1.49∗∗ 1.48∗∗ 1.49∗∗

(7.72) (2.73) (2.72) (2.73)
Maximum module arean × t 0.98∗∗ 0.98 0.98 0.98

(−5.93) (−1.15) (−1.14) (−1.15)
Ruraljn 1.18∗∗ 1.03 1.02 1.00

(14.4) (1.14) (0.75) (−0.058)

Observations 14,571,227 770,063 770,063 770,063
DFM 6 6 6 7
Final log-likelihood -385,919 -142,383 -142,392 -142,381
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No No No

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios); robust t statistics in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system
in t. All columns are estimated via logit. The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in
29,037,300 observations. Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have
installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,383,343
observations. We estimate all columns with the conditional logit estimator. The sample is always the same. However, the
conditional logit estimator drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups for columns(1) (3)
(Districti×Streetk×Yeart groups for column (4)). I.e., for columns (1)-(3) Districti×Yeart groups with no adoption (or
if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are dropped. For column (4), Districti×Streetk×Yeart groups with no
adoption (or if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are dropped. These procedures result in fewer observations.
In columns (1), (3) and (4), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1, and in column (2), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m. The Cut-off distance D is 200m.

The inclination and orientation of roofs for PV from previous PV adopters nearby

are good candidates. First, a neighbor’s roof inclination and roof orientation are an

important driver of the neighbors adoption of a PV system since they impact the amount

of electricity the neighbor can produce with a PV system. Second, both measures are

exogenous to the adoption decision of a given individual because the inclination and

orientation of roofs were determined in nearly all cases before PV system diffusion reached
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relevant levels: nearly all houses were constructed without considering a PV system.7 A

critical reader may still expect that the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs

are alike. However, this is not the case in our study. First, we show that streets are often

not straight in Germany and that the PV appropriateness of roofs, which is determined

by their inclination and orientation, varies within a street (Figure 8 in Appendix A.3).

Second, we include Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects in our regressions. We thereby

control for time-variant adoption shocks on the Districti×Streetk×Yeart level. These also

control for similar PV appropriateness (or potentially similar inclination and orientation)

of roofs in the same street. Third, we calculate the correlation of our instruments on the

Districti×Streetk level with the the same measures for a given roof. The correlation of

roof inclination measures for a given roof with a PV system and inclination measures for

all other roofs in the same street is -0.27. Similarly, the correlation of our roof orientation

measure for a given roof with a PV system and the roof orientation measure for all other

roofs in the same street is -0.22. We conclude that the inclination and orientation of roofs

for PV from previous PV adopters nearby are likely to be exogenous to the PV adoption

decision of a potential adopter. We therefore use the inclination and orientation of roofs

from previous PV adopters nearby to instrument for the installed base.

Causal estimates. – We include Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects in the esti-

mations that follow. In column (2) of Table 3, we illustrate the results for the ordinary

least squares first stage regression. In this case, we regress the lagged installed base on

the lagged roof inclination and on the lagged roof orientation of a given choice maker

n’s neighbors. Both instruments are strong and highly significant to all relevant statis-

tical levels. Note that column (2) of Table 3 shows the estimated coefficients as we use

ordinary least squares here (because the installed base is a continuous variable). As we

would expect, we find a positive association of both instruments on the installed base.

The Kleibergen-Paap Wald F-test rejects the null of insignificance of the instruments. We

7The number of new buildings is very low. E.g., considering Baden-Württemberg the average yearly
increase of residential buildings was 0.73% between 31.12.1999 and 31.12.2010. As described in Ap-
pendix A.3, the information for roof inclination and orientation comes from laser scans that were con-
ducted between 2000 and 2005. I.e., we do not include newly constructed buildings for which a PV system
may have been considered during construction our analysis. Also, see footnote 14 and the related text in
Appendix A.3.
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now turn to the second stage regression in column (3), which also comes from ordinary

least squares (the linear probability model). In the second stage regression, we use the

predicted installed base from the first stage. The effect of the instrumented installed base

on the adoption decision is strong and significant at all confidence levels. Comparing the

OLS specification in column (1) with the instrumented specification in column (3) shows

that they are in line. They are also in the range of the results for Germany (column (3)

in Table 1).

We conduct an overidentifying restrictions test. As both instruments are strongly

significant in the first stage regression, the overidentifying restriction test will have power.

The p-value for the Hansen statistic is 0.92. The test indicates that our instruments are

uncorrelated with the error term at all significance levels. Therefore, the instruments pass

the overidentifying restriction test, which supports the validity of our instruments: i.e.,

all the effect the inclination and orientation that neighboring roofs have on the individual

adoption decision of an individual is through the peer effect.

In column (4), we use the instrumented installed base from column (2) in a second

stage estimation with conditional logit. We observe that the results are also in the ballpark

of the ones for Germany. We find a positive and significant odds ratio of 1.03 for the

installed base. In consequence, we may have, if at all, underestimated the peer effect

when studying Germany.

Robustness. – We conduct several robustness tests in Appendix D. We give a short

summary here. First, we show that our results are robust to adding choice makern fixed

effects αn (while still considering Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects). See Table 18

column (1). This approach also controls for time-invariant individual effects, which could

be caused by individual-specific characteristics such as income. Second, our results also

hold when instrumenting the installed base with our measures for the inclination and

orientation of neighboring roofs with choice makern fixed effects (columns (2-3)). The

instruments are still strong and the overidentifying restrictions test confirms their valid-

ity. Third, our results remain unaffected when using a distance-weighted installed base

(columns (4-5)). The distance-weighted installed base is instrumented with distance-
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Table 3: OLS and instrument variable estimates for peer effects for Case Study of Baden-
Wuerttemberg.

OLS IV

1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS) 2nd stage (CLogit)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
∆yn,t IBn,t−1 ∆yn,t ∆yn,t

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 0.00010∗∗

(5.01)
Predicted installed base:

ÎBn,t−1 0.00013∗∗ 1.03∗∗

(5.94) (5.78)
Instruments:

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.46∗∗

(121.0)
Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.77∗∗

(221.3)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn −0.015∗∗ 0.10∗∗ −0.015∗∗ 5.2E+7∗∗

(−7.08) (7.29) (−7.08) (10.8)
Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.0082∗∗ −0.029∗∗ 0.0082∗∗ 0.90

(20.1) (−7.92) (20.1) (−0.57)
Maximum module arean 0.000094 0.0051∗∗ 0.000093 1.49∗∗

(0.68) (7.49) (0.67) (2.73)
Maximum module arean × t 0.000044 −0.0017∗∗ 0.000044 0.98

(1.78) (−9.06) (1.79) (−1.15)
Ruraljn 0.000069 −0.037∗∗ 0.000079 1.03

(1.04) (−28.8) (1.18) (1.25)

Observations 27,646,497 27,646,497 27,646,497 770,063
DFM 6 7 6 6
Final log-likelihood -142,378

Adj. R2 0.02 0.00
F 208.7 210.3
Hansen J (p-value) 0.0 (0.92)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 682,095.5
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No No No

Notes: Columns (1)-(3) show coefficients, column (4) shows exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios); t statistics in
parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level; in column (4), we show robust t statistics); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system
in t. Columns (1)-(3) are estimated via OLS. Column (3) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the
first stage in column (2). Column (4) is estimated with the conditional logit estimator. Column (4) uses the predicted
values for the installed base from the first stage in column (2). The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t
(2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations. Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice
makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence,
we end up with 29,383,343 observations. Across columns, the sample is always the same. However, the conditional
logit estimator (column (4)) drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups. I.e., for
column (4) Districti×Streetk×Yeart groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are
dropped. Similarly, singleton observations are dropped in columns (1)-(3). These procedures result in fewer observations.
f
(
dn,m

)
= 1 and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.

weighted measures for the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs. Again, these

instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test confirms their validity.

Forth, we can modify our sample. The case study results shown so far are based only on

those adoption decisions (∆yn,t) for which we can be very sure that allocation of the PV

system is to the correct roof. We can however also include those PV systems for which no

unique allocation was possible. They are then randomly assigned to another roof in the

same Districti. Table 20 illustrates that our results remain unaffected when analyzing the

full sample. Fifth, we show that our results remain unaffected from lagging our installed

base measure by two years in Table 22. We can therefore confidently rule out that the

‘reflection problem’ described by Manski (1993) biases our results.
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3.3 Are Peer Effects Driven by Visibility?

Visibility from roads. – Given that peer effects indeed drive PV adoption, we are curious

about their underlying mechanism. The measures IBNR50
n,t−1 and IB

NR50,1/d
n,t−1 allow us to

investigate the impact of the visibility of a PV system from the closest street on the odds

of installing a new PV system nearby. The measure IBNR50
n,t−1 comprises only PV systems

which are located at most 50 meters away from the closest street. First, we compare the

levels of the odds ratios in column (1) of Table 4 to those in column (2) of Table 2. We

observe that excluding PV systems from our installed base measure that lie more than

50 meters away from the next road does not change the odds ratio of the installed base.

If we use a distance-weighted measure of the installed base (column (2) in Table 4), the

odds ratio for the installed base is a bit larger (but not statistically different) when only

including PV systems which are located at most 50 meters away from the closest street

to the installed base (comparing with column (3) of Table 2). However, if we construct

an installed base only using PV systems that are more than 50 meters away from the

next road (IB���NR50
n,t−1 in column (3), Table 4), the odds ratio increases (due to a much lower

mean and lower standard deviation of IB���NR50
n,t−1 in comparison to IBNR50

n,t−1, see descriptive

statistics in Table 10, Appendix A.3) but turns out to be statistically insignificant. This

finding indicates that visibility is important for peer effects in PV adoption since PV

systems farther away than 50 meters from the next road are less likely to be visible.

In Appendix D.2, we include choice makern fixed effects αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart

fixed effects again. In columns (1-2) of Table 23, we show that our results hold for instru-

menting the installed base that only considers PV systems which are located at most 50

meters away from the closest street with the inclination and orientation of neighboring

roofs that are also located at most 50 meters away from the closest street. Once again, the

instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test confirms their validity. We

obtain similar results for a distance-weighted installed base that focuses on PV systems

which are located at most 50 meters away from the closest street (columns (3-4)). We

do not show the estimates but our results also hold for non-instrumented ordinary least

squares for IBNR50
n,t−1, IB

NR50,1/d
n,t−1 and IB���NR50

n,t−1 .
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Table 4: Visibility Results for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Odds ratios from
conditional logit estimates of peer effects by whether (or not) a road is within 50m distance
(columns (1)-(3)) and whether (or not) a building is in the way (columns (4)-(7)).

Visible

from all not from all from building not from building

All All All All Urban Rural All

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
CLogit CLogit CLogit CLogit CLogit CLogit CLogit

∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t

Installed base (visibility measures):

Next road 50m: IBNR50
n,t−1 1.02∗∗

(4.77)

Next road 50m (dist.-wght.): IB
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 1.83∗

(2.29)

No road 50m: IB��NR50
n,t−1 1.12

(1.70)
No building in-between: IB^

n,t−1 1.06∗∗ 1.05∗∗ 1.07∗

(3.96) (3.15) (1.97)

Building in-between: IB
6^
n,t−1 1.00

(−0.38)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn 5.2E+7 ∗∗ 5.2E+7 ∗∗ 5.1E+7∗∗ 5.2E+7∗∗ 4.8E+7∗∗ 4.4E+7∗∗ 5.1E+7∗∗

(10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (9.25) (5.15) (10.8)
Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.90

(−0.56) (−0.56) (−0.56) (−0.57) (−0.49) (−0.32) (−0.56)
Maximum module arean 1.49∗∗ 1.48∗∗ 1.49∗∗ 1.49∗∗ 1.66∗∗ 0.68 1.49∗∗

(2.73) (2.72) (2.73) (2.74) (2.66) (−1.26) (2.73)
Maximum module arean × t 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.02 0.98

(−1.15) (−1.14) (−1.18) (−1.19) (−0.80) (0.62) (−1.17)
Ruraljn 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.01

(1.13) (0.76) (0.63) (0.66) (0.59)

Observations 770,063 770,063 770,063 770,063 580,802 134,920 770,063
DFM 6 6 6 6 5 5 6
Final log-likelihood -142,383 -142,392 -142,393 -142,387 -106,127 -30,441 -142,395
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No No No No No No

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios); robust t statistics in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system in t. All
columns are estimated via logit. The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations.
Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually
only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,383,343 observations. We estimate all columns with the
conditional logit estimator. The sample is always the same. However, the conditional logit estimator drops all positive (or all negative)
outcomes in terms of Districti×Streett×Yeart groups. I.e., Districti×Streetk×Yeart groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers
in that group adopt at once) are dropped. These procedures result in fewer observations. In columns (1), (3)-(7), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1, and in

column (2), f
(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m. The Cut-off distance D is 200m.

Visibility from buildings. – Next, we exploit installed base measures that rely on

direct visibility between buildings. The measure IB^
n,t−1 contains all PV systems visible

from n and IB 6^n,t−1 contains all PV systems not visible from n (because another building

lies in-between). The corresponding estimates confirm our findings on visibility. Accord-

ing to Table 4 column (5), the odds of installing a PV system are higher if there are many

directly visible PV systems nearby in comparison to all PV systems. Column (6) and (7)

indicate that there is a significant peer effect in urban and rural areas. However, if we

instrument the installed base that contains all PV systems visible from n
(
IB^

n,t−1

)
with

the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs that contains all PV systems visible

from n and then again distinguish urban and rural locations, we can only confirm a causal
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peer effect for this visibility measure for urban locations (see Table 24 in Appendix D.2).

For urban locations, the instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test

confirms their validity.

We now focus on Table 4 column (7). The odds for PV adoption associated with the

installed base that is based on PV systems, which are not directly visible from the choice

maker’s building, are statistically insignificant. Table 25 in Appendix D.2 confirms this

finding with the linear probability model and for distinguishing urban and rural locations.

Robustness. – Finally, we illustrate that our results are robust to including all vis-

ibility measures at once. Table 26 (in Appendix D.2) contains the OLS and the IV

estimates. The specifications in Table 26 allow us to be even more confident that prox-

imity is not the real channel driving of our results since (Next road 50m) IBNR50
n,t−1 and

(No road 50m:) IB���NR50
n,t−1 add up to IBn,t−1. In consequence, the significantly positive

estimate for (No building in-between:) IB^
n,t−1 indicates the peer effect from visible previ-

ously installed PV systems nearby while controlling for all previously installed PV systems

nearby.

In order to understand the relevance of the visibility effect, we can compare col-

umn (4) of Table 4 to column (1) of Table 2. We learn that one additional previously

installed directly visible PV system nearby
(
No building in-between: IB^

n,t−1

)
increases

the odds of installing three times as much as one based on IBn,t−1 (which does not dis-

tinguish visible and not visible systems).8

Our results also suggest that visibility is an important channel for peer effects in PV

adoption but may be less important for peer effects in PV adoption in rural areas. Neigh-

bors in rural areas may be more closely related to each other (in comparison to non-rural

areas) and may therefore engage in word-of-mouth communication more often. In con-

trast, in non-rural areas peer effects may instead be driven by visibility.9 Assuming rural

8Our results are in line with Bollinger, Gillingham, et al.’s (2019) working paper on the importance of
visibility in PV adoption in parts of Connecticut. They use one instrument for the visibility of neighboring
PV systems, which is the visibility of neighboring PV systems from a road without considering obstruction.
By construction, their instrument and their instrumented variable are very similar.

9We experiment with other measures of visibility that exploit the orientation of each single roof. They
are in line with the results that we show.
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population to be more interdependent compared to a more independent urban population,

we enhance the results of Ma, Yang, and Mourali (2014) such that independent consumers

are more sensitive to visibility than to alternative channels such as word-of-mouth.

4 Conclusion and Managerial Implications

In this paper, we empirically analyze the individual adoption decisions on rooftop PV

installations in Germany through 2010. The small-scale, complete data set of locations

of PV installations and locations of potential adopters enables us to generate a series

of insights on spatio-temporal peer effects in PV adoption and new technology adoption

in general. Our paper adds to the small but growing body of research that is using

disaggregate choice data to document social contagion. We confirm the existence of a

peer effect in PV adoption.

Our instrumental variable estimation provides strong evidence for a cause-and-effect

relationship between prior installations and the individual decision to adopt. The positive

peer effect is strongest on a very small scale – i.e., within distances up to 200m. PV sys-

tems nearby may be seen as a large diverse pool of information which reduces uncertainty

about the technology. The decrease in the peer effect over time may be due to a decline

in the marginal information contribution of every new PV system user in the number of

previous adopters. Interestingly, modifications of subsidies may increase the importance

of the peer effect again. We hypothesize that such a modification increases uncertainty

for potential adopters. Further findings reveal that peer effects might be stronger in less

developed regions (as the east of Germany) compared to regions of high economic activity.

Finally, visibility drives peer effects in PV adoption in non-rural areas and may be less

important in rural areas. For rural areas, the alternative (word-of-mouth) may be more

relevant.

Our findings have important managerial implications. First, the decline of peer effects

over time calls for sales strategies to differ over time as well. In the early stage of the

diffusion process strategies to set up seed installations by pilot projects seem to be most

efficient. In later stages other sales channels, such as employing more sales representatives,
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might be more appropriate. We suppose that these stages can be determined by major

changes in the feed-in tariffs (subsidy system) and the magnitude of the peer effect. This

is an important insight for political decision makers: reducing subsidies increases demand

uncertainty and hence reduces the decline of peer effect importance. This allows policy

makers to steer PV adoption. Second, Seel, Barbose, and Wiser (2014) find a significant

difference between customer acquisition cost in Germany and the US in the PV industry.

The authors partly relate this finding to different marketing and sales processes. In

particular, they discuss the fact that peer effects and word-of-mouth contribute to the

lower cost in Germany compared to the US. With respect to our findings managers should

regard the small-scale location of potential seed PV installations. If the location is visible

to potential adopters nearby, the seed installation alone might be sufficient. If visibility is

less present or word-of-mouth communication between neighbors is more likely, additional

strategies as suggested by Bollinger and Gillingham (2012) might be more effective. Such

a diverse sales strategy is likely to be effective and cost efficient. In particular, in non-rural

areas seed installations alone might be sufficient while in rural areas setting incentives for

early adopters to have personal conversations with potential adopters seems to be more

appropriate. We find peer effects to be more important in less developed regions (as in

the east of Germany). There may be a great potential for exploiting peer effects in PV

adoption in developing countries.

Our findings are comparable to other technology adoption processes, such as the dif-

fusion of electric vehicle systems, for example (Avci, Girotra, and Netessine 2014; Cohen,

Lobel, and Perakis 2016). Buying an electric vehicle (EV) is an uncertain investment, as

is buying a rooftop PV system. The uncertainty comes with the lack of experience on how

to fulfill day-to-day mobility demands with an EV instead of a traditional gasoline car –

in particular, in terms of range and recharging time (Lim, Mak, and Rong 2015; Kempton

2016). Although the hard numbers may be known, it might be difficult for households to

interpret these numbers in terms of their mobility behavior. However, a neighbor with

an EV in front of her house might reduce this uncertainty in terms of reporting how

to manage her mobility needs with an EV. That being said, EV producing firms might
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want to increase sales by discounts in markets at the beginning of the diffusion process to

establish efficient seeds which may cause further adoptions. Further, designs that allow

us to easily identify electric vehicles may support diffusion. In rural areas, incentives for

EV adopters to stimulate conversations with neighbors about their EV may be beneficial.

On top of that, prior PV installation might be a predictor for future EV purchase (Prins

and Verhoef 2007).
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A Data and Modeling Approach

A.1 Spatio-temporal dimension of data

Figure 4: The spatio-temporal diffusion of PV systems in Germany through 2010.

Notes: The numbers in the legend (on the right-hand) show the natural logarithm of yearly annex of
PV installations divided by the number of potential adopters across Germany. The lighter a region is
colored in the figure, the more PV systems are installed in the corresponding year while controlling for
the number of buildings.
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A.2 Germany-wide analysis

Potential adopters. – We obtain the location (in coordinates in the coordinate system

WGS84) of 18,413,514 buildings in Germany in 2009 (Infas 2009a).10 We assume that each

building has an owner. Certainly, whether the owner is a private household or a house

cooperation (or a firm) may make a difference in terms of adoption. Unfortunately, we do

not obtain information on ownership. Still, to the best of our knowledge, no other study

on peer effects in PV adoption, particularly those using aggregate approaches, accounts

for ownership (see Bollinger and Gillingham (2012), Müller and Rode (2013), Rai and

Robinson (2013), Noll, Dawes, and Rai (2014), Graziano and Gillingham (2015), Rode

and Weber (2016), and Graziano, Fiaschetti, and Atkinson-Palombo (2019)).

PV systems. – We assume that each building in Germany can be equipped with one

PV system. We observe whether there is a PV system at a given building in a given year

or not. Buildings are denoted as observations n. We study the years t = 2001, . . . , 2010.

We start in 2001 since very few systems were set up before this date (see Figure 4 in

Appendix A.1 and Figure 5). In 2000, the Renewable Energy Sources Act (“Erneuerbare-

Energien-Gesetz”) introduced a country-wide, high level feed-in tariff for electricity from

PV. The level of the feed-in tariff mainly changed on a yearly basis. E.g., see Agnolucci

(2006), Altrock, Oschmann, and Theobald (2008) or Rode and Weber (2016) for details

on the feed-in tariff.

We obtain a data set that covers all 879,020 grid-connected PV systems installed in

Germany through the end of the year 2010 from I-TSO (2012).11 The data set includes

the location (address and WGS84 coordinates) and the year of installation.

We first drop solar systems that are obviously solar parks (by excluding those which

have an indicating key word, such as ‘Solarpark’, in their address). Then, each PV system

is assigned to its closest building (also see Appendix B.1). Information on capacity, a

10Note that Infas (2009a) only contains buildings with an address. We drop buildings which have the
same coordinates assigned and end up with 18,413,514 buildings. We assume the number of buildings
to be constant through our period of study. This assumption is reasonable as the number of residential
buildings only increased by 7.4%: from 16,977,662 in 2001 to 18,234,580 in 2010 (DESTATIS 2016).

11We downloaded the data on March 4, 2012. By now, a new platform was established by the German
transmission set operators. Current data on renewable energy systems is available here https://www.

netztransparenz.de/EEG/Anlagenstammdaten (last visit January 9, 2020). However, the current data
set does not include addresses anymore. Postalcodes are still available.
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Figure 5: Cumulative fraction of buildings with PV system by east and west, and rural
and non-rural.

measure of size of PV systems, allows us to select small-scale household systems (capacity

≤ 30 kilowatt). Finally, we end up with 769,525 PV systems, each allocated to a mutually

exclusive building. As a result we observe the adoption of PV technology: the dummy

variable yn,t indicates whether there is a PV system installed at building n in year t (or

not). The corresponding frequencies are given in Table 5. Figure 1 (see main part of the

paper) visualizes the spatio-temporal dimension of the yn,t by a small-scale example.

Installed base. – In order to analyze the impact of peers on the decision to adopt

we introduce the installed base (Farrell and Saloner 1986; Bollinger and Gillingham 2012;

Graziano and Gillingham 2015). The installed base measures the number of preexisting

PV installations within a given radius around the location of a choice maker. We define

IBn,t =
∑
m∈N̄n

t∑
l=2000

ym,l (1)

as a spatio-temporal lag variable (IBn,t−1). It measures the dependencies between build-

ings n and m. We set the buildings nearby to N̄n = {m ∈ N |m 6= n, dn,m ≤ D}. The

Euclidean distance in meters between the location of n and the location of m is denoted

as dn,m > 0. Radius D is a cut-off parameter to be set by the analyst. We may assume
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Table 5: Frequencies of choices (∆yn,t) for household PV systems in Germany 2000-2010.

Yeart Alternative Frequency in category

2000 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,404,093
1: New PV system installed 9,421

2001 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,379,367
1: New PV system installed 24,726

2002 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,361,025
1: New PV system installed 18,342

2003 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,341,255
1: New PV system installed 19,770

2004 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,297,922
1: New PV system installed 43,333

2005 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,236,232
1: New PV system installed 61,690

2006 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,177,152
1: New PV system installed 59,080

2007 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,107,212
1: New PV system installed 69,940

2008 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 18,004,135
1: New PV system installed 103,077

2009 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 17,848,534
1: New PV system installed 155,601

2010 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 17,643,989
1: New PV system installed 204,545

Sum of household PV installations installed between 2000 and 2010 769,525

Notes: There are 18,413,514 choice makers (buildings) n over 10 years t (2001-2010) since we lag our installed base
measures by one year. The choice makers are distributed across 77,847 districts i and 16 federal states. 18,555 PV
systems were installed before our period of analysis (≤ 1999). Summing up the number of observations with choice 0 and
1 does not result in the same number of choice makers across years since, once a choice maker has installed a PV system,
we will neglect the choice maker in the following years.

that there is no remarkable influence of PV installations farther away from location n

than D. In our baseline specification, we set D = 200m.

We also define a distance-weighted installed base:

IB
1/d
n,t =

∑
m∈N̄n

t∑
l=2000

ym,lf(dn,m). (2)

In this case, we weight the importance of each location by the inverse distance: f (dn,m) =

1/dn,m. In robustness analyzes (Appendix C.4), we employ different values of D and

functional forms of f (dn,m).12 Alternatively, n might also only be influenced by peers who

adopted in the immediately preceding period, i.e., in t − 1. We define a corresponding

non-cumulative measure for the installed base since the subsidy system for PV systems

changed during the period of study and only peers who adopted in the preceding year

(t − 1) may pass on reliable information regarding, e.g., the reliability, initial costs, and

12Note that the first period l = 2000 includes all PV systems installed in the year 2000 and before.
In the estimations, we focus on newly installed PV systems between 2001, 2002,...,2010 by year (on the
left-hand side) .In consequence, the (lagged) installed base relies on the PV systems installed though
2000, through 2001,...,through 2009.
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the net present value of PV systems:

∆IB
1/d
n,t =

∑
m∈N,
m6=n|
dn,m≤D

ym,tf (dn,m) . (3)

We presume that the peer effect might be spatially non-stationary. Therefore, we

consider a dummy variable East in that indicates whether building n is located in statistical

district i, which is part of the acceded territories of the former German Democratic

Republic.

We employ 2006’s CORINE Land Cover (CLC) data set (CLC 2009) to identify rural

areas j.13 We take into account the dummy variable Rural jn denoting whether building n

is located in rural areas j. Figure 6 illustrates the high level of detail of Rural jn . The

interaction of the dummy variables East in and Rural jn with the installed base accounts

for spatial-non-stationarity in peer effects. The corresponding descriptive statistics are

provided in Table 6.

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for Germany.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: ∆yn,t .0028 .053 0 1

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 .57 1.2 0 43

Installed base (distance-weighted):

IB
1/d
n,t−1 .0062 .015 0 1.03

Controls:

Eastin .18 .38 0 1
Ruraljn .2 .4 0 1

N 182,750,649

Notes: The 182,750,649 observations come from 18,413,514 choice makers (buildings) n over 10
years t (2001-2010). We censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have
installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we
end up with 182,750,649 observations. The choice makers are distributed across 7787 districts i in
Baden-Wuerttemberg. ∆yn,t depends on y∗n,t and will be defined in section A.4.

The decision to adopt in a certain year or not may also be influenced by factors (Xn,t)

other than the installed base. Unfortunately, we do not have additional information on

the building level. Instead, we consider time-invariant data on the location of building n

13The CLC data set comprises vector data on a scale of 1:100,000. The minimum mapping unit for the
polygons is 0.25 sq-km. If n is located in a polygon that is not classified as urban fabric (CLC 111, 112),
industrial, commercial and transport units (CLC 121, 123), mine, dump and construction sites (CLC
133), or sport and leisure facilities (CLC 142), then Ruraln equals one (zero, otherwise).
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Figure 6: Level of detail for distinguishing rural and urban areas.

Notes: The figures illustrates the high level of detail of the CORINE Land Cover data set that allows us
to identify rural areas. As an example, we show the city of Aachen with some 250.000 inhabitants. Even
within this city, many addresses do not lie in a yellow colored urban area.

since we do not have access to time-variant data with a reasonably high spatial resolution.

In a robustness check, we include information on global radiation, elevation, population

density, firm density and purchasing power. Appendix B.2 contains details.

A.3 Case Study Baden-Württemberg

Detailed data on Baden-Württemberg allows us to identify causal peer effects and to

build installed base measures that take into account the visibility of a PV system. This

analysis is based on a sub-sample consisting of 71,432 household PV systems installed in

Baden-Württemberg through 2010.

Roof appropriateness for PV. – To identify causal peer effects, we need exogenous

variation correlated with our measure of the installed base (1) but not driving the actual

adoption decisions. We employ high-resolution data on the inclination and orientation of

roofs, which both shape the appropriateness of roofs for PV systems. We focus on the

federal state Baden-Württemberg. Figure 7 illustrates that roof orientation and inclina-

tion shape the PV appropriateness of a roof. The figure shows approximate ratios relative
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to the optimal orientation and inclination. In western Europe, the optimal orientation,

corresponding to an exploitation of 100%, is to the south (180 degress) with an inclination

of about 37 degrees.

E

20

3.3  Ertragsbeeinflussende Planungsfaktoren

Ausrichtung

Bei der Planung einer integrierten Photovoltaik-Anlage
ist die Ausrichtung der gewählten Gebäudeflächen in
besonderem Maße zu beachten. Wenngleich auch die
Planungskriterien nicht rein ertragsorientiert sein soll-
ten, so ist es dennoch unabdingbar, die besonderen
Anforderungen dieser elektrotechnischen Bauteile zu
berücksichtigen. In erster Linie gilt dies für die Aus-
richtung der Modulfläche, die südorientiert bei einer
Neigung von ca. 35° gegen die Horizontale in Mitteleu-
ropa über das Jahr betrachtet maximale Solarerträge
ermöglicht. Dennoch bleibt dem Planer ein großer
Spielraum: Abweichungen von Südost bis Südwest zie-
hen lediglich geringe Ertragseinbußen nach sich. Selbst
bei vertikalem Einbau hat man bei südlicher Orientie-
rung noch fast 3/4 der Einstrahlung gegenüber einer
optimalen Ausrichtung (Abb. 3.1). 

Hinterlüftung

Neben Ausrichtung und möglicher Abschattungen hat
der elektrische Wirkungsgrad der Photovoltaik-Module
einen entscheidenden Einfluss auf den Ertrag. Dieser
nimmt mit zunehmender Erwärmung ab (Abb. 3.2).
Der Planer kann darauf über deren konstruktive Ein-
bindung Einfluss nehmen. Eine ausreichende Hinterlüf-
tung sollte daher gewährleistet sein, zumindest aber mit
anderen bautechnischen und gestalterischen Entschei-
dungskriterien abgewogen werden. Eventuell kann die
Modulkühlung mit einer kontrollierten Abwärmenut-
zung kombiniert werden. [3.2] 

Abschattung und unterschiedliche Orientierungen

Wie in Kapitel 2.2 erwähnt, werden die Solarzellen im
Modul in Serie geschaltet, um höhere Modulspannun-
gen zu erhalten. Innerhalb des jeweiligen Zellenstran-
ges gilt – analog zu seriell verschalteten Batterien –
dass die "schwächste" Zelle den Gesamtstrom im Modul
vorgibt. Eine solche Schwächung der Zelle kann z. B.
durch (partielle) Abschattung hervorgerufen werden.
In einem solchen Fall verläuft die Stromminderung
nicht linear zur verschatteten Modulfläche, sondern
verhält sich überproportional dazu (Abb. 3.3). 
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Figure 7: Roof orientation and inclination shape the PV appropriateness of a roof (Stark
et al. 2005, p. 20).
Notes: The figure contains approximate ratios relative to the optimal orientation and inclination. In western Europe, the optimal orientation
is to the south with an inclination of about 37 degrees. 0 degrees refers to a flat roof.

Roof census. – We exploit a roof census from (LUBW 2016). Based on laser scan

data from overflights between 2000 and 2005, the data set builds on information on the

roof inclination, orientation, area and solar radiation to calculate the potential area of

PV systems on each roof for the 3 million buildings in Baden-Württemberg. This roof

census (LUBW 2016) is based on the location of buildings from the cadastral land register

of Baden-Württemberg as of 2012. The outer walls of a building define its contour.

Overhanging roofs are not included. The census considers roof areas which have a solar

energy potential between 75% and 100% of the maximum solar radiation in a region as

appropriate for PV systems. For inclined roofs, areas have to allow for more than 10 sqm

of PV modules to be included. Flat roofs are only included if they allow for more than

25 sqm of PV systems (assuming a PV system built on stilts).

Figure 8 illustrates the high-resolution data from (LUBW 2016) as an example for

Freiburg. In the figure, red roofs have a very good suitability for PV. This corresponds to

a solar energy potential between 95% and 100% of the maximum solar radiation. Orange

roofs have a good suitability (solar energy potential between 80% and 94%), light blue a

limited suitability (solar energy potential between 75 and 79%) and gray roofs have to be

checked on-site (solar energy potential below 75%). Areas with a solar energy potential
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below 75% are not considered as areas potentially appropriate for PV. Panel (a) illustrates

that most roofs have a very good or good PV suitability in Freiburg.

Figure 8: Screenshots of information from roof-census for Freiburg in Baden-
Württemberg. Panel (b) shows the same excerpt of Freiburg as Figure 2.
Notes: The city Freiburg is the fourth largest in Baden-Württemberg, located in the south-east. We took the screenshot on 02.10.2019 from
the roof-census website: https://www.energieatlas-bw.de/sonne/dachflachen/potenzial-dachflachenanlagen. Red roofs have a very good suitability
for PV, which corresponds to a solar energy potential between 95% and 100% of the maximum solar radiation. Orange roofs have a good
suitability (solar energy potential between 80% and 94%), light blue a limited suitability (solar energy potential between 75 and 79%) and
gray roofs have to be checked on-site (solar energy potential below 75%).

In panel (b) of Figure 8, we zoom in and observe the accurateness of the roof infor-

mation in detail. From panel (b) we learn several things. First, roofs of buildings in the

same street located next to each other do not necessarily have the same suitability for PV.

Second, there are roofs for which no suitability assessment is given (see lower part of panel

(b) and (c)). This can have different reasons. As outlined earlier, for inclined roofs, areas

have to allow for more than 10 sqm of PV modules to be included. Further, flat roofs are

only included if they allow for more than 25 sqm of PV systems (assuming a PV system

built on stilts). Finally, buildings that were constructed before 2012 (date of cadastral

maps) but after the laser scan (between 2000 and 2005) are all classified as inappropri-

ate for PV.14 The following website shows the high-resolution data in general: https://

www.energieatlas-bw.de/sonne/dachflachen/potenzial-dachflachenanlagen (last

visit: 02.10.2019). Zooming and clicking on a specific roof indicates the roof’s appropri-

ate PV area (in German: Mögliche geeignete Modulfläche).

14However, out of the 3.36 million buildings only 10.5% are inappropriate. Some of them will indeed be
inappropriate, for others no information on appropriateness is available since the laser scan was conducted
(2000-2005) before they were constructed. We focus on the ones appropriate for PV.
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In our case study data set, we have 2,957,332 observations (i.e., roofs and therefore

potential places for PV installations). The 2,957,332 observations are distributed across

8,988 districts i. Geocoded PV systems fall within a roof polygon or are (as in our

Germany-wide analysis) allocated to the next roof.15 We successfully allocate 71,432 PV

systems to unique roofs. If more than one PV system is allocated to the same roof,

we neglect the PV systems in our baseline results.16 Table 7 and Table 9 present the

frequencies of the categories for the case study and the descriptive statistics.

Table 7: Frequencies of choices (∆yn,t) for household PV systems in Baden-Württemberg,
2000-2010.

Yeart Alternative Frequency in category

2000 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,956,583
1: New PV system installed 749

2001 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,954,352
1: New PV system installed 2,980

2002 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,952,464
1: PV system installed 1,888

2003 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,950,594
1: New PV system installed 1,870

2004 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,946,514
1: New PV system installed 4,080

2005 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,940,436
1: New PV system installed 6,078

2006 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,934,109
1: New PV system installed 6,327

2007 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,926,974
1: PV system installed 7,135

2008 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,916,838
1: New PV system installed 10,136

2009 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,903,730
1: New PV system installed 13,108

2010 0: No (or no new) PV system installed 2,886,649
1: New PV system installed 17,081

Sum of PV installations over all years 71,432

Notes: There are 2,957,332 choice makers (buildings) n over 10 years t (2001-2010) since we lag our installed base
measures by one year. The choice makers are distributed across 8,988 districts i and one federal state. Summing up the
number of observations with choice 0 and 1 does not result in the same number of choice makers across years since, once
a choice maker has installed a PV system, we will neglect the choice maker in the following years.

Besides the PV appropriateness in 4 categories, the roof census shape-files from

LUBW (2016) include building-specific information on how much area (in square me-

ters) is appropriate for PV systems, how much electricity can potentially be generated

from a standardized PV system (with 15% power efficiency) on each building and roof-

specific information on inclination and orientation. We normalize the potential electricity

15Due to inaccuracy in geocoding and the possibility that more than one PV system could be installed
on one building, not all geocoded PV systems fall inside a roof-polygon. In consequence, we have to
allocate about 1/3 of the PV systems to their nearest building. Of these, the median distance to the
nearest building to which the PV system is allocated is 20 meters.

16However, robustness tests confirm that our results are robust to including PV systems that are
allocated to the same roof (see Table 20 and the corresponding descriptive statistics in Table 19).
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production by roof area and denote Potential electricity production per sqmn=Potential

electricity productionn/ Maximum module arean. Potential electricity production per

sqmn is measured in MWh/a. Maximum module arean is the roof area feasible for a PV

system in sqm.

A.3.1 Measures for the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs

Table 8 shows the descriptive statistics for our raw data on roof inclination and orientation.

The optimal inclination for a PV system is 37 degrees. Inclination∗n is a natural number

with values between 0 and 74 degrees, which we transform to values between 0 and 37

degrees. If the inclination is larger than 37, we transform it to the corresponding value

between 0 and 37, i.e. Inclinationn= 74 - Inclination∗n.

Table 8: Descriptive statistics for roof inclination and orientation.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Inclination∗n 30 17 0 74
Orientation∗n 152 81 -1 359

N 2,957,332

Notes: We have information on roof inclination and roof orienta-
tion for 2,957,332 choice makers (buildings) in Baden-Wuerttemberg.
The choice makers are distributed across 8,982 districts i in Baden-
Wuerttemberg. Inclination and orientation are measured in degrees.
An inclination of zero and an orientation of -1 corresponds to a flat
roof. An orientation of 180 indicates perfect south orientation.

The optimal orientation for a PV system is 180 degrees. Orientation∗n is a natural

number with values values between -1 and 359 degrees, which we transform to values

between 0 and 180. If the orientation is actually larger than 180, we transform it to the

corresponding value between 0 and 180, i.e. Orientationn= 360 - Orientation∗n. Flat roofs

have Inclination∗n = 0 and Orientation∗n = −1. We assign the optimal inclination and

the optimal orientation value to them since perfectly inclined and perfectly oriented PV

systems (on stilts) can be installed there.

In Figure 9, we illustrate the raw data for roof inclination and orientation. We

observe again that roofs of buildings in the same street located next to each other do not

necessarily have the same suitability for PV, i.e. the same roof inclination and orientation.
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Figure 9: Illustration of roof inclination and roof orientation from roof-census in Baden-
Württembergg. Both panels show the same excerpt of Freiburg as Figure 2.
Notes: We show the raw data on roof inclination and roof orientation. Gray lines are streets. The optimal inclination is 37 degrees. Flat roofs have
an inclination of 0. In panel (b), dark red illustrates flat roofs. We assign, the optimal inclination and the optimal orientation to flat roofs since
perfectly inclined and perfectly oriented PV systems (on stilts) can be installed there. The optimal orientation for a PV systems is 180 degrees,
which corresponds to the south.

We define the measures for the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs as

follows:

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t =
∑
m∈N̄

t∑
l=2000

ym,l
Inclinationm

Optimal inclination
, (4)

Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t =
∑
m∈N̄

t∑
l=2000

ym,l
Orientationm

Optimal orientation
. (5)

As before, m defines the buildings neaby n. We also define distance-weighted versions

of our instruments with f(dn,m) = 1/dn,m:

Inclination of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t =

∑
m∈N̄

t∑
l=2000

ym,lf(dn,m)
Inclinationm

Optimal inclination
, (6)

Orientation of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t =

∑
m∈N̄

t∑
l=2000

ym,lf(dn,m)
Orientationm

Optimal orientation
. (7)

Our instruments are spatio-temporal lag variables. They measure the number of

preexisting PV installations within radius D around the location of building n, with the
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importance of each location weighted by an exogenous measure for the inclination of a

roof on a linear scale between 0 and 100% or an exogenous measure for the orientation

of a roof on a linear scale between 0 and 100%. Buildings (roofs) not appropriate for

PV, which still have a PV installation, have a low impact, while PV systems installed on

very appropriate roofs are strongly weighted. Note that the instruments do not rely on

the maximum module area of a roof since we do not want to weight larger roofs stronger:

larger roofs may be associated with confounding factors such as higher incomes or levels

of education which may be related to the PV adoption decision.

We assume the inclination and the orientation of a neighboring building m should

be exogenous to the adoption decision of a decision maker located in n since in almost

all cases the buildings were constructed without considering a PV system.17 In an IV

estimation we employ (4) and 5 as exogenous variables to predict IBn,t−1 – denoted as

̂IBn,t−1 – and then, in a second step, use ̂IBn,t−1 to identify causal peer effects in PV

adoption.

A.3.2 Measures for visibility

Visibility from roads. – To analyze the impact of visibility on peer effects, we merge the

roof-specific information of a building (orientation and inclination) with OpenStreetMap

data on the course of roads (Geofabrik 2018). This enables us to measure whether a PV

system is visible from the nearest street. We assume that PV systems located farther

away than 50 meters from the closest street are not likely to be visible. Consider the

parameter drn denoting the distance in meters of a building n to the closest road and the

set Nnr
n = {m ∈ N |m 6= n, dn,m ≤ D, drm ≤ 50}. Now, the variable

IBNR50
n,t =

∑
m∈Nnr

n

t∑
l=2000

ym,lf (dn,m) (8)

is based on our baseline installed base measure (1) but only considers PV systems which

are within 50 meters distance to a road. In the baseline, we set f (dn,m) = 1. In robustness

tests, we use IBNR50
n,t for which we set f (dn,m) = 1/dn,m.

17The number of new buildings is very low. E.g., considering Baden-Württemberg the average yearly
increase of residential buildings was 0.73% between 31.12.1999 and 31.12.2010.
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Table 9: Descriptive statistics for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: ∆yn,t .0024 .049 0 1

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 1.5 2.3 0 44

Predicted: ÎBn,t−1 1.5 2.2 -.13 45
Instrument: Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1 1.1 1.7 0 34
Instrument: Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 1.2 1.8 0 38

Installed base (distance-weighted):

IB
1/d
n,t−1 .016 .027 0 1.1

Instrument: Inclination of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t−1 .012 .02 0 .84

Instrument: Orientation of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t−1 .012 .022 0 .95

Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn .14 .011 .1 .16
Potential electricity production per sqmn × t .88 .4 .21 1.8
Maximum module arean .08 .18 .01 29
Maximum module arean × t .52 1.3 .02 321
Ruraljn .21 .41 0 1

N 29,383,343

Notes: In the case study, the 29,383,343 observations come from 2,957,332 choice makers (buildings) n over 10
years t (2001-2010). The choice makers are distributed across 8988 districts i in Baden-Wuerttemberg. ∆yn,t
depends on y∗n,t and will be defined in section A.4.

The orientation of roof-top PV systems in Germany are mainly to the south since

this guarantees the highest efficiency (Dewald and Truffer 2011). We use this orientation

to construct several measures of visibility for the installed base. The variable IB���NR50
n,t

is based on (8), but only considers PV systems (i.e., buildings m) with no road located

within 50 meters distance. Such PV systems should be less visible than than those with

the next road within 50 meters distance
(
included in IBNR50

n,t

)
. Therefore, we assume peer

effects based on IB���NR50
n,t are less related to visual exposure, while IBNR50

n,t−1 indicates that

visual exposure of PV systems to peers might be the main channel driving the peer effect

in the adoption process. In Figure 2 (main part of the paper), we illustrate IBNR50
n,t−1 in

green while the large red point indicates that the PV system (in yellow and marked with

an x, lying in the middle pf the green area) would be visible from the street. In Table 10,

we show the summary statistics of the corresponding variables.

Visibility from buildings. – We also build installed base measures based on di-

rect visibility of PV systems from one building to another. We define the incidence

parameter posn,m = 1, if m is located in the north of n (0, otherwise) and we de-

fine the incidence parameter visn,m = 1, if building m is visible from location of n

(0, otherwise). Now the set Nvis
n = {m ∈ N |m 6= n, visn,m × posn,m = 1, dn,m ≤ D}
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Table 10: Descriptive statistics for visibility measures for Case Study of Baden-
Wuerttemberg.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Installed base (visibility measure):

Next road 50m: IBNR50
n,t−1 1.5 2.3 0 44

(next road 50m): Inclination of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 1.1 1.7 0 34

(next road 50m): Orientation of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 1.2 1.8 0 38

Installed base (visibility measure, distance-weighted):

Next road 50m: IB
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 .016 .027 0 1.1

Instrument: Inclination of neighboring roofs
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 .012 .02 0 .84

Instrument: Orientation of neighboring roofs
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 .012 .021 0 .95

Installed base (visibility measure):

No building in-between: IB^
n,t−1 .046 .22 0 7

Instrument: Inclination of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 .033 .17 0 4.9

Instrument: Orientation of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 .036 .19 0 7

Installed base (visibility measure):

No road 50m: IB���NR50
n,t−1 .0077 .093 0 6

Building in-between: IB 6^n,t−1 .32 .75 0 34

N 29,383,343

Notes: In this case study specification, the 29,383,343 observations come from 2,957,332 choice makers (buildings)
n over 10 years t (2001-2010). The choice makers are distributed across 8988 districts i in Baden-Wuerttemberg.
∆yn,t depends on y∗n,t and will be defined in section A.4.

includes all visible buildings north of n within distance D. We include all buildings

north of n within distance D that are not visible from the location of n in the set

Nnotvis
n = {m ∈ N |m 6= n, posn,m = 1, visn,m = 0, dn,m ≤ D}. Nvis

n is then used to calcu-

late IB^
n,t−1 (see orange corridor area in Figure 2 in the main part of the paper) and

Nnotvis
n to calculate IB 6^n,t−1 (see blue corridor area in Figure 2 in the main part of the

paper).

We also denote instrumental variables that are based on the same logic as the installed

base visibility measures: the next road within 50m distance installed base
(
IBNR50

n,t−1

)
corresponds to the instruments Inclination of neighboring roofsNR50

n,t−1 and Orientation of

neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 ; the distance-weighted next road within 50m distance installed base(

IB
NR50,1/d
n,t−1

)
relates to the instruments Inclination of neighboring roofs

NR50,1/d
n,t−1 and Ori-

entation of neighboring roofs
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 ; the no building in-between installed base

(
IB^

n,t−1

)
comply with the instruments Inclination of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 and Orientation of

neighboring roofs^n,t−1.
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A.4 Econometric Model

We employ a discrete choice model (McFadden 2001; Gowrisankaran and Stavins 2004;

Chintagunta and Nair 2011) to analyze all potential adopters’ individual decisions to

adopt a PV system (Müller and Rode 2013). So far, the considered observations are

buildings and their locations. Since every building is owned by someone (e.g., private

household or legal person), we consider this individual to make the choice to install a PV

system in a certain period or not (Müller and Rode 2013). As such we denote observation

n as the choice maker from hereon. In making the choice whether to adopt the technology,

the choice maker weighs up the marginal advantages (and disadvantages) of adoption. We

denote the (to the analyst) unobservable utility of adoption to choice maker n in period

t as the latent variable

un,t = vn,t + εn,t (9)

with vn,t as the deterministic, i.e., observable, utility of n to adopt in t and error term

εn,t that contains unobserved attributes. The actual adoption choice, ∆yn,t, is a discrete

(binary) choice. The observed values of the endogenous variable ∆yn,t = yn,t − yn,t−1 are

related to un,t according to random utility theory (Manski 1977):

∆yn,t =


1 if un,t > 0,

0 otherwise.

(10)

We censor observations, because a choice maker adopts at most once within the considered

time span. Observation n is censored for t > t∗ if yn,t∗ = 1, i.e. n has adopted in t∗ (that is,

to not consider the same adoption choice again). Since un,t in (1) is a stochastic variable,

the probability that choice maker n chooses to install a photovoltaic system in year t is

Pn,t = Pr (∆yn,t = 1) = Pr (un,t > 0) . (11)
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If we assume that εn,t are independent and identically extreme value distributed (Train

2009), then

Pn,t =
evn,t

1 + evn,t
. (12)

To measure the impact of the peer effect on the decision to adopt, i.e., to install, a

photovoltaic system we consider

vn,t = βj,tIBn,t−1 + γ′Xn,t + ηin,t (×θkn) + (δt + αn) . (13)

We denote the l-dimensional vector Xn,t as attributes related to choice maker n with

vector γ′ to measure the respective effects. In our baseline specification for Germany, we

include ηin,t: locational fixed effects for every year t.18 In robustness checks, we instead use

δt, i.e. temporal fixed-effects common across choice makers, and αn, i.e. choice maker n

fixed effects invariant over time with n as the location related to a choice maker. Since our

data are cross-sectional time-series (panel) data, we mostly employ the fixed-effects logit

model for panel data as described in Greene (2012, pp. 721–724). Using the corresponding

conditional likelihood function, we can condition δt, αn, and ηkn,t out from our model (13)

and get estimates of β and γ′ using StataCorp (2015). Parameter β is of focal interest

since it measures the association of peer decisions on the odds of adopting, i.e., the peer

effect. Accordingly, the odds ratio which defines the probability of adoption relative to

non-adoption is given as

oddn,t =
Pn,t

1− Pn,t
= evn,t . (14)

Based on (14)

oddIB (β) = eβ, and (15)

oddl (γl) = eγl (16)

are the odds ratios associated with a one-unit increase in IBn,t−1 (15) or a one-unit

increase in the lth control variable (16).

18i refers to the 77,847 districts across Germany, t to the year 2001-2010. In the case-study of Baden-
Württemberg, we also include θkn

, fixed effects on for 544,243 streets k.
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We also estimate linear probability models with multi-level fixed effects:

∆yn,t = βj,tIBn,t−1 + γ′Xn,t + ηin,t (×θkn) + αn + εn,t, (17)

where εn,t is an error term. This approach allows us to include time-specific locational

ηin,t×θkn fixed effects and choice maker αn fixed effects at the same time. For estimation,

we use Correia (2014) in StataCorp (2015).

In our case-study of Baden-Württemberg, we extend our analysis with an instrumen-

tal variable approach. We first estimate

IBn,t−1 = α1Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1

+ α1Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1

+ γXn,t−1 + ηin,t−1 × θkn + αn + εn,t−1 (18)

with ordinary least squares. ηin,t× θkn are locational fixed effects for every year t− 1 and

εn,t−1 is an iid normal error term. In a second step, we use the predicted values of the

installed base
(
̂IBn,t−1

)
from (18) in (13) or (17) to identify causal peer effects in PV

adoption. For estimation, we use Correia (2018) in StataCorp (2015).
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B Raw data

B.1 Geocoding and Allocation of PV systems to buildings

Table 11 shows the geocoding accuracy of the address data on 879,020 PV installations.

For only 28,862 – thus, 3.28% – of the installations the entity type of the geocoding

accuracy is unknown and the confidence less than medium, see Table 11. However, 86.59%

of the installations have a high geocoding confidence, and 86.54% have a high geocoding

confidence and are allocated to addresses or road block entities.

Table 11: Geocoding accuracy.

Entity type Confidence Frequency in category

Address High 599,746
Address Medium 25,786
Neighborhood Medium 62
PopulatedPlace High 8
PopulatedPlace Medium 3,201
Postcode1 High 18
Postcode1 Medium 19,092
RoadBlock High 160,929
RoadBlock Medium 40,524
RoadIntersection High 402
RoadIntersection Medium 390
Unknown 28,862

Sum 879,020

We neglect the fact that a PV system may be uninstalled because this is the case for

only 0.35% of the systems under study. Each of the 879,020 PV installations is assigned to

its closest building. 269,752 buildings end up with more than one allocated PV system.19

This is due to inaccuracy in geocoding, missing address information in the PV system data

set and the possibility that more than one PV system has been installed on one building

or the PV system is installed on a building with no address. We randomly allocate the

PV systems from these observations to another building located in the same statistical

district i. We conduct robustness checks which confirm that this procedure does not drive

our results. The 77,847 statistical districts i are taken from Infas (2009b). This procedure

results in 877,114 PV systems, each allocated to a mutually exclusive building.

19These do not drive our results. We confirm our findings with a data set which neglects the PV
systems allocated to these 269,752 buildings.
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B.2 Time-invariant controls

In particular, Global Radiationon denotes the average yearly global radiation in 10 kilowatt

hours per square meter (kWh/sqm) according to n’s location in one kilometer raster cells

o provided by DWD (2010). A higher level of global radiation indicates a higher potential

to produce electricity and therefore a higher remuneration potential to the owner of a PV

system at a given location. Hence, we expect the higher global radiation is, the higher

the utility from installing a PV system.

The elevation of n’s location might indirectly impact the choice to adopt as well.

Elevationpn denotes n’s elevation in 100m provided by 0.1 kilometer raster cells p from

Jarvis et al. (2008). If building n exhibits low values of Elevationpn , i.e., close to sea level,

the propensity for shadowing may be lower compared to higher values of Elevationpn . On

the other hand, there may also be exposed sites on hills. Thus, we are unsure about the

expected relation between Elevationpn and the probability of adopting a PV system.

Population Density in denotes population density in sqm times 100 of the statistical

district i where n is located in 2009. We use 77,847 statistical districts i provided by

Infas (2009b). Low values of Population Density in may refer to places with a high share

of single- and double-family homes. For choice makers located in these places the decision

to install a PV system may be easier as fewer parties have to agree upon the installation

on a certain building. As a consequence, we expect the probability of PV adoption to

decline in Population Density in .

We expect that buildings located in statistical districts i with high values of Firm

Density in – denoting the number of firms per sqkm – exhibit low probabilities of adoption.

Of course, it is reasonable to expect that the share of single- and double-family homes is

low in statistical districts with high firm densities.

Purchasing Powerkn is the purchasing power index of the statistical district i accord-

ing to building n. An index value of 10 corresponds to the median purchasing power of

German households in 2009 (Infas 2009b). The propensity of high purchasing power of a

choice maker located in a wealthy statistical district is higher compared to a choice maker
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located in a statistical district that exhibits low purchasing power. Since PV installations

are expensive (e.g. see Comin and Rode (2013)), we expect that the probability of PV

adoption increases with Purchasing Powerkn .
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C Robustness for Germany

C.1 Main specification with distance-weight and robustness

Table 12 corresponds to Table 1 but refers to distance-weighted measures of the installed

base. The results in Table 12 are in line with the results in the main text. For instance,

column (4) in Table 12 includes Districti × Yeart fixed effects. We estimate the time-

varying measure of the installed base and control for the east and rural parts of Germany

as well as their interaction. Since we include these interaction terms, the odds ratio of 8745

for IBn,t−1 corresponds to non-rural areas in the west of Germany in 2001. An obvious

interpretation of the level of our results is in terms of a 0.02 unit increase in IBn,t−1, which

corresponds roughly to a one standard deviation increase and is equal to one previously

installed PV system 50 meters away. The estimates from column (2) in Table 12 reveal

that for a 0.02 increase in the installed base, we expect the odds of installing a PV system

(in non-rural areas in the west in 2001) to increase by (exp(ln(8745)/50)− 1)× 100% =

19.9%. A 0.02 increase in the installed base increases the odds of installing a PV system

for instance in 2006 by (exp(ln(259× 0.0018)/50)− 1)× 100% = 5.7%. Interestingly, we

still find evidence for spatial non-stationarity: the odds ratio for the interaction between

IBn,t−1 and Eastin is significantly greater than one, i.e., the peer effect may be more

important (in non-rural areas) in the east of Germany.

We conduct several other robustness tests. For these, we consider (if not mentioned

otherwise) the specification with Districti × Yeart fixed effects.

Capacity-adjusted samples: We use the capacity – a measure of size – of each PV

system to conduct a natural robustness test. A peer effect should only exist for (small)

household systems, which we analyze in the baseline specification. In contrast, we do not

expect industrial investors to be affected by their neighbors. An investor who wants to

install a (large) industrial PV system should search for the best location across a large

region or even the whole country.20 Specification Industrial PV in column (1) in Table 15

rejects a significantly positive peer effect for industrial PV systems (PV systems larger

20Also see Comin and Rode (2013) for a similar approach to distinguishing household and industrial
PV adoption.
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Table 12: Estimates for (distance-weighted) peer effects and their spatio-temporal varia-
tion in Germany with different types of fixed effects. Column (1) shows odds ratios from
logit, columns (2, 4-5) odds ratios from conditional logit and column (3) coefficients from
OLS.

District-Year &
Year FE District-Year FE Choice maker FE District-Year FE Choice maker FE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CLogit CLogit OLS CLogit CLogit

∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t yn,t

Installed base (distance-weighted):

IB
1/d
n,t−1 232.8∗∗ 1.38∗∗ 0.010∗∗ 8745.0∗∗ 1877.9∗∗

(105.3) (3.87) (8.96) (6.05) (7.81)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2002 0.025∗ 0.00099∗∗

(−2.14) (−6.85)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2003 0.00094∗∗ 0.00019∗∗

(−3.98) (−8.75)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2004 0.00019∗∗ 0.000027∗∗

(−5.30) (−10.6)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2005 0.00064∗∗ 0.0000084∗∗

(−4.73) (−12.0)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2006 0.0018∗∗ 0.0000010∗∗

(−4.11) (−14.1)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2007 0.00065∗∗ 0.00000030∗∗

(−4.80) (−15.4)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2008 0.00060∗∗ 0.00000050∗∗

(−4.90) (−15.1)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2009 0.00070∗∗ 0.00000053∗∗

(−4.82) (−15.1)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2010 0.00092∗∗ 0.00000055∗∗

(−4.65) (−15.1)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Eastin 19.6∗∗ 0.27

(5.32) (−1.79)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn 0.034∗∗ 0.43∗∗

(−21.3) (−4.14)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn × Eastin 98.4∗∗ 6.56

(3.94) (1.22)
Controls:

Eastin 1.42
(0.68)

Ruraljn 1.49∗∗

(81.0)
Ruraljn × Eastin 0.76∗∗

(−14.6)

Observations 182,750,649 74,997,032 182,727,991 74,997,032 5,765,940
DFM 25 1 1 16 22
Final log-likelihood -3,349,011 -2,618,886 -2,614,867 -1,179,735

Adj. R2 0.07
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes No No
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes No No
Districti×Yeart fixed effects No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No Yes No No

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios) in columns (1-2) and (4-5) and coefficients in column (3); robust t statistics
in parentheses (in column (3), t statistics are based on SE clustered on the district-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system
in t. Column (1) is estimated via logit. The panel of 18,413,514 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in
184,135,140 observations. We censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system
because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 182,750,649 observations. We estimate
column (1) with logit and columns (2,4-5) with the conditional logit estimator. The sample is the same across columns.
However, the conditional logit estimator drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups for
column (2) and (4) (choice makers for column (5)). I.e., for column (2) and (4) Districti×Yeart groups with no adoption (or
if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are dropped. For column (5) choice makers with no adoption are dropped.
Similarly, singleton observations are dropped in column (3). These procedures result in fewer observations. We estimate
but do not show the constant for column (1). f

(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.
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than 1 megawatt total nominal power). Table 13 contains the corresponding descriptive

statistics. Of course, the installed base measure’s mean is smaller for industrial PV

systems than for household systems. The fact that we can only confirm a peer effect

for household PV systems also supports our approach of considering buildings as choice

makers (Appendix A.4).

Table 13: Descriptive statistics of Industrial PV data set for Germany.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: yn,t .003 .055 0 1

Industrial installed base:

IBn,t−1 .0011 .0052 0 .16

Controls:

Ruraljn .23 .42 0 1
Eastin .3 .46 0 1

N 4,200,439

Notes: 4,200,439 observations come from 18,413,514 choice makers (buildings) n
over 10 years t (2001-2010). The number of observations is much lower than in our
baseline specification since the number here refers to the observations that are left
after conditioning out the fixed effects. However, the conditional logit estimator
drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups.
I.e., for the specification in column (1) of Table 15 Districti×Yeart groups with
no adoption (or if all choice makers adopt at once) are dropped. This procedure
results in fewer observations.

Placebo test: We conduct a placebo test to verify that our estimations do not find

a positive peer effect in PV system adoption by definition. We randomly allocate the

same number of PV installations, which were in fact installed in Germany per year, to

existing buildings. Table 14 contains the corresponding descriptive statistics. Column (2)

in Table 15 reveals no significantly positive peer effect in PV adoption, supporting the

validity of our findings.

Table 14: Descriptive statistics of data set with Placebo allocations for Germany.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: yn,t .0075 .087 0 1

Placebo installed base:

IBn,t−1 .048 .046 0 .96

Controls:

Ruraljn .19 .39 0 1
Eastin .18 .38 0 1

N 113,761,840

Notes: 113,761,840 observations come from 18,413,514 choice makers (buildings) n
over 10 years t (2001-2010). The number of observations is much lower than in our
baseline specification since the number here refers to the observations that are left
after conditioning out the fixed effects. However, the conditional logit estimator
drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups.
I.e., for the specification in column (2) of Table 15 Districti×Yeart groups with
no adoption (or if all choice makers adopt at once) are dropped. This procedure
results in fewer observations.
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Last year’s installations only: Incorporating PV installations from the last year in-

stead of all previous installations in the installed base measure – as outlined in Equation 3

Appendix A.2 – does not affect our core findings (see column (3) of Table 15). The es-

timates indicate that last year’s PV installations are more relevant for the peer effect in

comparison to the ones installed a longer time ago. This finding is in line with Graziano

and Gillingham’s (2015, p. 19) evidence for a “diminishing neighbor effect over time since

prior installations”.

The reflection problem: Our findings remain unaffected by lagging our peer effect

measure by two years (Richter 2013; Rode and Weber 2016). The results are available

upon request. We can therefore confidently rule out that the ‘reflection problem’ described

by Manski (1993) biases our results. The reflection problem applies to situations where

the adoption decision of an individual n depends on others in n’s reference group and n’s

adoption also affects other group members. Bearing in mind that we study PV adoption

on a yearly basis, it is reasonable to assume that an individual who adopts in t also decided

to adopt in t or t − 1. If so, n was affected by the behavior of reference group members

at t − 2 or before. In consequence, the time lag is very likely to rule out the possibility

that the individual could have affected the adoption decision of reference group members,

which in turn influenced the individual’s adoption.21

District and adopter characteristics: In Appendix C.2 and C.3, we discuss character-

istics of districts with many PV systems. We also illuminate adopter characteristics by

exploiting the household panel survey Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP 2013). We control

for global radiation, elevation, firm density, population density, and purchasing power

on the district level i. These controls confirm a significant, diminishing peer effect over

time, which is lower in rural areas and higher in the east. The estimates provide evidence

that high global radiation and high elevation yield higher odds of installing PV while

firm density and population density decrease these odds. We found that adopters are of

21We also conduct a similar test where we neglect previous installations within a radius of 100m. Then,
identifying the peer effect only relies on previous installations in a ring between 100m and 200m distance
to the choice maker (see Graziano and Gillingham (2015) for a similar analysis). This approach confirms
our previous findings.
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high socio-economic status – in particular owning a house strongly increases the odds of

adopting a PV system.

In Appendix C.4, we discuss the fact that our results are robust to different cut-off

distances. We also discuss findings with different functional forms of the distance decay

function f(dnm).
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Table 15: Odds ratio of spatio-temporal variation of peer effects in Germany.

Industrial PV Placebo allocation Installed base last year

(1) (2) (3)
CLogit CLogit CLogit

∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t

Installed base measures (distance-weighted):

IBn,t−1 1000158.4 0.0947∗∗∗

(0.82) (−12.55)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2002 7808.8 1.107

(0.38) (0.36)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2003 1.16534e + 13 1.419

(1.22) (1.25)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2004 2140.7 1.373

(0.39) (1.37)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2005 8.25e− 11 1.202

(−1.10) (0.84)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2006 8.30e− 14 1.011

(−1.62) (0.05)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2007 0.000113 1.305

(−0.52) (1.23)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2008 1.55e− 09 1.197

(−1.17) (0.87)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2009 2.58e− 09 1.155

(−1.17) (0.72)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2010 1.74e− 09 1.099

(−1.19) (0.48)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn 0.109 0.859

(−0.45) (−1.41)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Eastin 160337.5∗ 0.867

(2.56) (−1.41)

IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn × Eastin 4.41e− 08 1.740∗

(−1.14) (2.17)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 452.5∗∗

(4.27)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2002 0.121

(−1.29)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2003 0.0212∗

(−2.22)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2004 0.0132∗∗

(−2.74)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2005 0.0253∗

(−2.45)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2006 0.0362∗

(−2.23)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2007 0.00843∗∗

(−3.20)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2008 0.0105∗∗

(−3.11)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2009 0.00469∗∗

(−3.70)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Year2010 0.00576∗∗

(−3.58)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn 0.0682∗∗

(−12.35)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Eastin 6.403∗∗

(2.78)

∆IB
1/d
n,t−1 × Ruraljn × Eastin 68.74∗∗

(3.21)

Eastin 0.523 0.937 1.407
(−1.47) (−0.27) (0.79)

Ruraljn 1.446∗∗ 0.956∗∗ 1.295∗∗

(12.44) (−9.02) (66.24)
Ruraljn × Eastin 0.751∗∗ 0.992 0.848∗∗

(−4.73) (−0.75) (−11.78)

Observations 4,200,439 113,761,840 88,156,268
DFM 16 16 16
Final log-likelihood -71,899 -4,346,150 -3,690,897
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects No No No

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients (odds ratios); robust t statistics in parentheses; ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing
a PV system in t. Across columns, we use the conditional logit estimator. The panel of 18,413,514 choice
makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in the 184,135,140 observations. However, the conditional logit
estimator drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Yeart groups. I.e., Districti×Yeart
groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers adopt at once) are dropped. This procedure results in fewer
observations. f

(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.
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C.2 District characteristics

We are interested in the characteristics of districts i with many PV systems. If we take

into account district characteristics, we cannot include fixed effects at the local level. In

an unshown specification, we account for spatial differences in global radiation, elevation,

firm density, population density and purchasing power (besides controlling for federal state

and year fixed effects). These controls improve the model fit significantly (in comparison

to column (1) Table 1) and indicate an even larger effect for our measure of the installed

base. The peer effect is significant and diminishes over time. Again it is lower in rural

areas and higher in the east.

Regarding district characteristics, we observe that a unit increase in global radiation

increases the odds of installing a PV system by (1.05 − 1) × 100% = 5% (in non-rural

areas in the west).22 This finding is appropriate as a high level of solar radiation indicates

a higher potential to produce electricity and confirms a large income potential from a PV

system. If we compare the area with the lowest value of global radiation (93×10kWh/sqm)

with the one with the maximum amount (121×10kWh/sqm), we observe that the odds of

installing is (exp(ln(1.05)×28)−1)×100% = 292% higher in the German region with the

maximum global radiation (in non-rural areas in the west). Although in both cases the

odds of installing PV rise, increases in global radiation are associated with lower increases

in the odds of installing PV in the east and with higher increases in rural-areas.

A unit increase in elevation – referring to 100m – increases the odds of installing

PV by 4% (in non-rural areas in the west). In contrast, a unit increase in elevation

decreases the odds of installing PV between 6% and 7% in rural areas and the east.

Indeed, if choice maker (building) n exhibits a low value of Elevationpn the propensity

for shadowing by hills may be lower compared to higher values of Elevationpn . Similarly,

the odds of installing PV decreases by 22% with every unit increase in firm density (in

non-rural areas in the west). This decrease is even larger in rural areas but does not differ

significantly between the east and the west. The negative association of firm density and

PV adoption makes sense as most PV systems are private household systems.

22A one unit increase refers to an increase in 10kWh/sqm of yearly averaged global radiation.
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According to this specification with district characteristics, disproportionately many

PV systems can be found in sparsely populated areas. Graziano and Gillingham (2015)

also find more PV systems in less densely populated areas. A one unit increase (0.3 stan-

dard deviations) in population density decreases the odds of installing PV by 13% (in

non-rural areas in the west). The decrease in the odds is higher in rural areas but lower

in the east. We expect that the propensity of choice makers located in areas with low

population density to own a house is high. This finding indicates again that most PV in-

stallations are residential small-scale systems. Graziano and Gillingham (2015) find weak

evidence for a positive association between household income and increased adoption. Our

estimates may indicate that more PV systems can be found in areas with low purchasing

power. However, measures of income (or purchasing power) may be heterogeneous within

a statistical district i. To account for this income heterogeneity, we consider individual

survey panel data from the SOEP (2013) representative for Germany, see Appendix C.3.

C.3 Adopters characteristics

C.3.1 SOEP Data

The socio-economic panel (SOEP) is a representative, yearly, longitudinal survey of Ger-

man households and individuals. A choice maker n’s household is h. Some variables are

available on the household level: Solarhn,t is one if household h adopts a new solar energy

system in year t (otherwise zero). ln (Real household incomehn,t) is the natural logarithm

of household h’s real income in EUR in year t, Dwelling sizehn,t is household h’s housing

unit size in sqm, Home ownerhn,t is a dummy which is only one if the household owns

the dwelling it lives in (in year t), and Gardenhn,t is a dummy which is only one if the

household’s dwelling has a garden (in year t).

Other variables are on the choice maker level: Workingn,t is a dummy which is one

if the choice maker’s labor status is working. Vocational trainingn,t is a dummy which is

one if the choice maker holds a vocational degree. The dummy is set to one if the respon-

dent states that she completed one of the following (zero otherwise): Lehre (Apprentice-

ship), Berufsfachschule, Gesundheitswesen (Vocational School), Schule Gesundheitswesen
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(Health Care School), Fachschule, Meister (Technical School), Beamtenausbildung (Civil

Service Training), Sonstiger Abschluss (Other Training). Collegen,t is a dummy which is

one if the choice maker holds a college degree. The dummy is set to one if the respondent

states that she completed one of the following (zero otherwise): Fachhochschule (Tech-

nical College), Universitaet, TH (University, Technical College), Hochschule im Ausland

(College Not In Germany), Ingenieur-, Fachschule (Ost) (Engineering, Technical School

(East)), Hochschule (Ost) (University (East)). Table 16 contains the descriptive statistics.

Table 16: Descriptive statistics for SOEP.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

∆Solarhn,t .017 .13 0 1
ln
(
Real household incomehn,t

)
7.8 .59 3.7 12

Dwelling sizehn,t 108 48 8 938
Workingn,t .57 .5 0 1
Gardenhn,t .68 .47 0 1
Home ownerhn,t .55 .5 0 1
Vocational trainingn,t .67 .47 0 1
Collegen,t .23 .42 0 1

N 85,568

Notes: 85,568 observations come from an unbalanced panel of choice makers n
over 6 years t (2007-2012). The choice makers are distributed across 16 federal
states.

C.3.2 SOEP Results

About 30,000 individuals from 11,000 German households take part in the SOEP every

year. Interestingly, the SOEP includes yearly data on solar energy system adoption for

the years 2007-2012 in Germany. Solar energy refers to PV systems and solar thermal

systems. The difference between both is that while solar thermal systems produce energy

that can only be used to heat water, PV systems produce electricity that can be either

used or sold to the electric grid. There is no relevant difference between both types of

solar energy systems for our analysis (Comin and Rode 2013).23

There is no small scale locational information included in the public SOEP data, i.e.,

it does not allow us to study peer effects. However, analyzing the individual level data

allows us to investigate whether PV adopters are of high socio-economic status.

23Since 2007, most solar energy systems installed in Germany have been PV systems. In 2007 there
were 1 million solar thermal systems installed in Germany while there were only 360,000 PV systems
(BSW-Solar 2014). By 2012, the number of PV systems was 1.3 million while the number of solar
thermal systems was 1.8 million.
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A choice maker n’s household is h. Some variables are available on the household

level h, other variables are on the choice maker level n, both for each year t. Solarhn,t

is one if household h adopts a new solar energy system in year t (otherwise zero). See

Appendix C.3.1 for details on the variable definitions and their descriptives.

The estimates in Table 17 illustrate that solar energy adopters are of high socio-

economic status. Choice makers living in large dwellings, who are employed and own the

dwelling they live in have higher odds of adopting a solar energy system (see first column

in Table 17). The estimates also indicate a negative association of PV adoption and

population density, e.g. measured by a significantly positive odds ratio of PV adoption

for households with a garden. If we focus on home owners who have a garden (second

column in Table 17), we see that solar energy adoption is also associated with high levels

of real household income. Focusing on home owners (with a garden) makes sense as these

will probably have taken the decision to adopt a solar energy system themselves (Comin

and Rode 2013). In contrast, tenants may be less involved in the adoption decision.24

Table 17: Odds ratio of solar energy adopter characteristics for SOEP data.

All Home owners with garden

(1) (2)
∆Solarhn,t ∆Solarhn,t

ln
(
Real household incomehn,t

)
1.114 1.338∗∗∗

(1.51) (2.67)
Dwelling sizehn,t 1.004∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗∗

(5.16) (2.68)
Vocational trainingn,t 0.987 1.020

(-0.17) (0.18)
Collegen,t 0.963 0.813∗∗

(-0.50) (-2.03)
Workingn,t 1.237∗∗∗

(3.30)
Gardenhn,t 2.436∗∗∗

(5.81)
Home ownerhn,t 1.264∗∗∗

(2.60)

Time×NUTS-1 fixed effects Yes Yes
Observations 85,568 39,671
DFM 7 8
Final log-likelihood L -6684.8 -4059.9

Notes: Exponentiated coefficients; robust t statistics in parentheses clustered on
federal state-year groups; ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in
terms of (newly) installing a solar system in t. We estimate specification MI and
MII with the conditional logit estimator. The conditional logit estimator drops all
outcomes (here, in terms of Federal statei× Yeart groups). I.e., Federal statei×
Yeart groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers adopt at once) are dropped.
This procedure results in fewer observations.

24We only take into account respondents who do not claim to have removed their solar system. There
is strong evidence that this group best illustrates the effects under study. Comparing the SOEP data
set with reported data from the German transmission system operators, shows that disproportionately
many solar systems were removed according to the SOEP data, see Comin and Rode (2013).
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Unshown estimates indicate that the socio-economic status of solar energy adopters

is even higher in the east than in the west. Solar energy adopters from the east have

a significantly higher real household income and live in larger dwellings. This finding

confirms a previous result illustrated in Figure 5: Since the fraction of buildings with PV

installations is lower in the east, the east may still be in a very early stage of the S-shaped

diffusion path.

C.4 Cut-off distances

We conduct estimations with adjusted peer effect measures (and Districti × Yeart fixed

effects). The results are available upon request.

The results from our baseline regression remain unaffected from reducing the cut-

off distance to 100m or increasing the cut-off distance to 400m. According to these

results, the peer effect is highly localized: considering installations farther away than

400 meters (or only those closer than 100 meters) significantly decreases the explanatory

power (confirmed by a Horowitz test).25

We conclude that studies concentrating on peer effects at a high level of geographical

aggregation may fail to represent the peer effect appropriately. This in line with previous

studies on PV adoption. Bollinger and Gillingham (2012) find stronger peer effects on the

street level than on the zip code level. Rode and Weber (2016)’s analysis also indicates a

peer effect which occurs between adopters and potential adopters who live within circles of

1 km radius or less around a 500 m grid of points across Germany. Our analysis indicates

that peer effects in PV adoption may be even more localized. We find no additional

explanatory power from PV installations located farther away than 200 meters from a

potential adopter.

25E.g., Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) describe the Horowitz non-nested hypothesis test. The Horowitz
test checks the hypothesis if the model with the lower adjusted likelihood ratio index is the true model.
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D Robustness for case study of Baden-Württemberg

D.1 Robustness for Causality

We conduct several robustness tests for our case study of Baden-Württemberg. First, we

show that our results are robust to adding choice makern fixed effects αn (while still con-

sidering Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects). Table 18 column (1) shows the estimates

which are in line with those obtained in the baseline. This approach also controls for time-

invariant individual effects, which could be caused by individual-specific characteristics

as income.

Table 18: OLS and instrument variable estimates for peer effects (with additional Choice
Maker fixed effects) for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

No distance-weighting With distance-weighting

OLS IV IV

1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS) 1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆yn,t IBn,t−1 ∆yn,t IB
1/d
n,t−1 ∆yn,t

Installed base:

IBn,t−1 0.00012∗∗

(4.21)
Predicted installed base:

ÎBn,t−1 0.00016∗∗

(5.20)
Instruments:

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.45∗∗

(137.8)
Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.77∗∗

(250.2)
Predicted installed base (distance-weighted):

ÎB
1/d
n,t−1 0.0055∗∗

(3.35)
Instruments (distance-weighted):

Inclination of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t−1 0.46∗∗

(124.4)

Orientation of neighboring roofs
1/d
n,t−1 0.76∗∗

(222.8)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.014∗∗ −0.029∗∗ 0.014∗∗ −0.0017∗∗ 0.014∗∗

(32.1) (−7.94) (32.1) (−25.1) (32.1)
Maximum module arean × t 0.00012∗∗ −0.0017∗∗ 0.00012∗∗ −0.000050∗∗ 0.00013∗∗

(4.84) (−9.19) (4.86) (−19.2) (4.88)

Observations 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514
DFM 3 4 3 4 3

Adj. R2 0.06 0.00 0.00
F 351.9 354.6 349.0
Hansen J (p-value) 0.2 (0.65) 0.5 (0.48)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 834,123.1 814,637.6
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Across columns, we show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system in t.
All columns are estimated via OLS. Column (3) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in column (2).
Column (5) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in column (4). The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers
over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations. Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice
makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with
29,383,343 observations. Across columns, the sample is always the same and singleton observations are dropped. In columns (1)-(3),
f
(
dn,m

)
= 1, and in columns (4)-(5), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m. The Cut-off distance D is 200m.
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Second, our results also hold when instrumenting the installed base with our measures

for the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs with choice makern fixed effects

(columns (2-3)). The Kleibergen-Paap Wald F-test rejects the null of insignificance of the

instruments. Thus, the instruments are still strong (column (2)). We now turn to the

second stage regression in column (3), which also come from ordinary least squares (the

linear probability model). In the second stage regression we use the predicted installed

base from the first stage. The effect of the instrumented installed base on the adoption

decision is strong and significant at all confidence levels.

We again conduct an overidentifying restrictions test. As both instruments are

strongly significant in the first stage regression, the overidentifying restriction test will

have power. The p-value for the Hansen statistic is 0.65, which indicates that our instru-

ments are uncorrelated with the error term at all significance levels. The overidentifying

restrictions test supports the validity of our instruments. Further, the OLS specification

in column (1) and the instrumented in column (3) are in line.

Third, our results remain unaffected when using a distance-weighted installed base

(columns (4-5), Table 18). The distance-weighted installed base is instrumented with

distance-weighted measures for the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs. Again,

these instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test confirms their valid-

ity.

Forth, we can modify our sample. The case study results shown so far are based only

on those adoption decisions (∆yn,t) for which we can be very sure that allocation of the

PV system is to the correct roof. We can, however, also include those PV systems for

which no unique allocation was possible. They are then randomly assigned to another

roof in the same Districti. Table 19 contains the descriptive statistics for ∆yAll
n,t .

Table 19: Descriptive statistics for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg, all PV systems.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: ∆yAll
n,t .0052 .072 0 1

N 29,145,636

Notes: In this case study specification, the 29,145,636 observations come from
2,956,938 choice makers (buildings) n over 10 years t (2001-2010). The choice makers
are distributed across 8988 districts i in Baden-Wuerttemberg. ∆yn,t depends on y∗n,t,

which is defined in section A.4.
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In Table 20, we show that analyzing the full sample does not change our results. For

reasons of clarity, we focus on the IV estimates here with choice makern fixed effects αn

and Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects. The Kleibergen-Paap Wald F-test rejects the

null of insignificance of the instruments. Thus, the instruments are strong (column (1)). In

the second stage regression (column (2)), we use the predicted installed base from the first

stage. As before, the effect of the instrumented installed base on the adoption decision

is strong and significant at all confidence levels. We again conduct an overidentifying

restrictions test. The test supports the validity of our instruments. Further, the estimates

with the full sample are in in the ballpark of the estimates of the baseline sample.

Table 20: Instrument variable estimates for peer effects for Case Study of Baden-
Wuerttemberg, all PV installations.

1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2)

IBn,t−1 ∆yAll
n,t

Predicted installed base:

ÎBn,t−1 0.00010∗

(2.24)
Instruments:

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.45∗∗

(135.8)
Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−1 0.77∗∗

(246.6)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn × t −0.057∗∗ 0.015∗∗

(−15.3) (22.9)
Maximum module arean × t −0.0019∗∗ 0.00010∗

(−10.1) (2.38)

Observations 27,401,397 27,401,397
DFM 4 3

Adj. R2 0.00
F 176.6
Hansen J (p-value) 1.7 (0.20)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 810,036.8
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes

Notes: We show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on clustered SE at
street-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in
terms of (newly) installing a PV system in t. All columns are estimated via OLS.
Column (2) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in
column (1). The panel of 2,956,938 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results
in 29,569,380 observations. Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we
ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one
PV system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,145,636 observations.
Across columns, the sample is always the same and singleton observations are dropped.
f
(
dn,m

)
= 1 and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.

Fifth, as for the Germany-wide analysis, we can lag our installed base measure by

two years in the case study. Table 21 contains the descriptive statistics.

In Table 22, we illustrate that our estimates are robust to lagging our installed base

measure by two years. We include choice makern fixed effects αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart

fixed effects and show OLS and IV estimates in Table 22.
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Table 21: Descriptive statistics for (lagged) peer effects for Case Study of Baden-
Wuerttemberg.

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

New PV installation: ∆yn,t .0026 .051 0 1

Installed base (lagged by t− 2):

IBn,t−2 1.3 1.9 0 43

Instruments (lagged by t− 2):

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−2 .89 1.4 0 33
Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−2 .96 1.5 0 37

N 26,426,011

Notes: The 26,426,011 observations come from 2,954,352 choice makers (buildings) n over 9 years
t (2002-2010). The choice makers are distributed across 8,982 districts i in Baden-Wuerttemberg.
∆yn,t depends on y∗n,t, which is defined in section A.4.

The OLS and the IV results are in line. Here, we describe the IV estimates. The

Kleibergen-Paap Wald F-test rejects the null of insignificance of the instruments. There-

fore, the instruments are strong (column (2)). In the second stage regression (column (3)),

we use the predicted installed base from the first stage. As before, the effect of the instru-

Table 22: OLS and instrument variable estimates for (lagged) peer effects for Case Study
of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

OLS IV

1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2) (3)
∆yn,t IBn,t−2 ∆yn,t

Installed base (lagged by t− 2):

IBn,t−2 0.00013∗∗

(3.72)
Predicted installed base (lagged by t− 2):

ÎBn,t−2 0.00016∗∗

(4.37)
Instruments (lagged by t− 2):

Inclination of neighboring roofsn,t−2 0.45∗∗

(133.4)
Orientation of neighboring roofsn,t−2 0.77∗∗

(244.2)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.017∗∗ −0.025∗∗ 0.017∗∗

(31.3) (−6.86) (31.3)
Maximum module arean × t 0.00014∗∗ −0.0015∗∗ 0.00014∗∗

(4.67) (−8.68) (4.68)

Observations 24,860,810 24,860,810 24,860,810
DFM 3 4 3

Adj. R2 0.06 0.00
F 334.5 336.3
Hansen J (p-value) 0.0 (0.92)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 778,180.6
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Across columns, we show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-
level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing
a PV system in t. All columns are estimated via OLS. Column (3) uses the predicted values for the installed
base from the first stage in column (2). The panel of 2,954,352 choice makers over 10 years t (2002-2010)
results in 29,543,520 observations. Across columns, we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice
makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be installed. In
consequence, we end up with 26,426,011 observations. Across columns, the sample is always the same and
singleton observations are dropped. f

(
dn,m

)
= 1. The Cut-off distance D is 200m.
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mented installed base on the adoption decision is strong and significant at all confidence

levels. We again conduct an overidentifying restrictions test. The test supports the valid-

ity of our instruments. We can therefore confidently rule out that the ‘reflection problem’

described by Manski (1993) biases our results.
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D.2 Robustness for visibility measures

Here, we focus on the robustness of our estimates for visibility measures. In Table 23,

we include choice makern fixed effects αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects and

estimate linear probability models.

Table 23: Instrument variable estimates for peer effects visibility measure (next road 50m)
without (columns (1)-(2)) and with distance-weighting (columns (3)-(4)) for Case Study
of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

IV visible, no distance-weighting IV visible, with distance-weighting

1st stage (OLS) 2nst stage (OLS) 1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

IBNR50
n,t−1 ∆yn,t IB

NR50,1/d
n,t−1 ∆yn,t

Predicted installed base:

Next road 50m: ÎB
NR50
n,t−1 0.00016∗∗

(5.12)
Instruments (next road 50m):

Inclination of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 0.46∗∗

(138.2)

Orientation of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 0.77∗∗

(249.2)
Predicted installed base (distance-weighted):

Next road 50m: ÎB
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 0.0056∗∗

(3.42)
Instruments (next road 50m, distance-weighted):

Inclination of neighboring roofs
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 0.46∗∗

(124.3)

Orientation of neighboring roofs
NR50,1/d
n,t−1 0.76∗∗

(222.0)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn × t −0.029∗∗ 0.014∗∗ −0.0017∗∗ 0.014∗∗

(−7.89) (32.1) (−25.0) (32.1)
Maximum module arean × t −0.0016∗∗ 0.00012∗∗ −0.000050∗∗ 0.00013∗∗

(−9.15) (4.86) (−19.1) (4.88)

Observations 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514
DFM 4 3 4 3

Adj. R2 0.00 0.00
F 354.3 349.1
Hansen J (p-value) 0.1 (0.73) 0.4 (0.50)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 833,257.0 811,436.5
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Across columns, we show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level); ∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system
in t. All columns are estimated via OLS. Column (2) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage
in column (1). Column (4) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in column (3). The panel
of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations. Across columns, we censor the
data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system
can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,383,343 observations. Across columns, the sample is always the same
and singleton observations are dropped. In columns (1)-(2), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1, and in columns (3)-(4), f

(
dn,m

)
= 1/dn,m.

The Cut-off distance D is 200m.

In columns (1-2) of Table 23, we show that our results hold for instrumenting the

installed base that only considers PV systems which are located at most 50 meters away

from the closest street
(
IBNR50

n,t−1

)
. As instruments, we use the inclination and orienta-

tion of neighboring roofs that are also located at most 50 meters away from the closest

street. Once again, the instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test
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confirms their validity. We obtain similar results for a distance-weighted installed base

that focuses on PV systems which are located at most 50 meters away from the clos-

est street (columns (3-4)). We do not show the results but they remain the same for

non-instrumented ordinary least squares for IBNR50
n,t−1, IB

NR50,1/d
n,t−1 and IB���NR50

n,t−1 .

Next, we show the robustness of our results for instrumented installed base measures

that rely on direct visibility between buildings. Again, we include choice makern fixed

effects αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects and estimate linear probability models

in Table 24.

Table 24: Instrument variable estimates for peer effects visibility measure (visible from
choice maker building) for all locations (columns (1)-(2)), for urban locations (columns (3)-
(4)) and for rural locations (columns (5)-(6)) for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

All Urban Rural

1st stage (OLS) 2nst stage (OLS) 1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS) 1st stage (OLS)2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IB^

n,t−1 ∆yn,t IB^
n,t−1 ∆yn,t IB^

n,t−1 ∆yn,t

Predicted installed base (visible from n):

No building in-between: ÎB
^
n,t−1 0.00037∗∗ 0.00033∗∗ 0.00047

(3.43) (2.79) (1.65)
Instruments (visible from n):

Inclination of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 0.40∗∗ 0.40∗∗ 0.42∗∗

(163.7) (146.7) (74.2)
Orientation of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 0.78∗∗ 0.79∗∗ 0.77∗∗

(353.8) (321.9) (148.4)
Controls:

Potent. electr. product. per sqmn × t 0.0051∗∗ 0.014∗∗ 0.0049∗∗ 0.013∗∗ 0.0077∗∗ 0.019∗∗

(5.84) (32.0) (5.05) (27.2) (3.95) (15.5)
Maximum module arean × t 0.00025∗∗ 0.00012∗∗ 0.00026∗∗ 0.00019∗∗ 0.00029∗ −0.00018∗

(5.07) (4.76) (4.95) (6.69) (2.18) (−2.46)

Observations 27,643,514 27,643,514 21,879,866 21,879,866 5,530,110 5,530,110
DFM 4 3 4 3 4 3

Adj. R2 0.00 0.00 0.00
F 349.7 260.5 85.1
Hansen J (p-value) 0.6 (0.45) 1.3 (0.25) 0.2 (0.63)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 2,255,656.4 1,850,294.5 419,124.7
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Across columns, we show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system in t. All columns
are estimated via OLS. Column (2) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in column (1). Column (4) uses the
predicted values for the installed base from the first stage in column (3). Column (6) uses the predicted values for the installed base from the
first stage in column (5). The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations. Across columns,
we censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can
be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,383,343 observations. In columns (1)-(2), we include the full sample, in columns (3)-(4), we
focus on urban locations, in columns (5)-(6) on rural locations. Across columns, singleton observations are dropped, f

(
dn,m

)
= 1 and the

Cut-off distance D is 200m.

The measure IB^
n,t−1 contains all PV systems visible from n and IB 6^n,t−1 contains all

PV systems not visible from n (because another building lies in-between). We instrument

the installed base that contains all PV systems visible from n
(
IB^

n,t−1

)
with the incli-

nation and orientation of neighboring roofs that contains all PV systems visible from n

and then again distinguish urban and rural locations. Columns (1-2) indicate a causal
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peer effect for this visibility measure in general. However, we can only confirm a causal

peer effect for IB^
n,t−1 at urban locations (see Table 24, columns (3-4)). For urban loca-

tions, the instruments are strong and the overidentifying restrictions test confirms their

validity. In contrast, we cannot confirm a causal peer effect based on the installed base

that contains all PV systems visible from n
(
IB^

n,t−1

)
for rural locations. The estimated

coefficient for the predicted installed base in columns (6) is statistically insignificant.

We illustrate the robustness of our results for the installed base on PV systems that

are not directly visible from the choice maker’s building. Table 25 shows odds ratios from

conditional logit (columns (2) and (4)). In columns (1), (3) and (5) we include estimates

with choice makern fixed effects αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects from the

linear probability model.

Table 25: Estimates for peer effects visibility measure (not visible from choice maker
building) for all locations (column (1)), for urban locations (columns (2)-(3)) and for
rural locations (columns (4)-(5)) for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

All Urban Rural

OLS CLogit OLS CLogit OLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t ∆yn,t

Installed base (not visible from n):

Building in-between: ÎB
6^
n,t−1 −0.000033 1.00 −0.000023 0.99 −0.000082

(−0.74) (−0.28) (−0.48) (−0.33) (−0.57)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn 4.7E+7∗∗ 4.4E+7∗∗

(9.24) (5.15)
Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.014∗∗ 0.90 0.013∗∗ 0.88 0.019∗∗

(32.0) (−0.48) (27.2) (−0.32) (15.5)
Maximum module arean 1.66∗∗ 0.68

(2.66) (−1.27)
Maximum module arean × t 0.00012∗∗ 0.98 0.00019∗∗ 1.02 −0.00018∗

(4.78) (−0.79) (6.71) (0.63) (−2.46)

Observations 27,643,514 580,802 21,879,866 134,920 5,530,110
DFM 3 5 3 5 3

Adj. R2 0.06 0.06 0.05
F 346.5 258.4 84.4
Hansen J (p-value)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: In columns (1), (3) and (5), we show coefficients, in columns (2) and (4) exponentiated coefficients; t statistics
in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level; in columns (2) and (4), we show robust t statistics); ∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system in
t. The panel of 2,903,730 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,037,300 observations. Across columns, we
censor the data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV
system can be installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,383,343 observations. Columns (1), (3) and (5) are estimated
via OLS. We estimate columns (2) and (4) with the conditional logit estimator. Note that the conditional logit estimator
drops all positive (or all negative) outcomes in terms of Districti×Streett×Yeart groups. I.e., Districti×Streetk×Yeart
groups with no adoption (or if all choice makers in that group adopt at once) are dropped. Similarly, singleton observations
are dropped in columns (1), (3) and (5). These procedures result in fewer observations. In column (1), we include the
full sample, in columns (2)-(3), we focus on urban locations, in columns (4)-(5) on rural locations. Across columns,
f
(
dn,m

)
= 1 and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.

No matter if we focus on all, on urban or on rural locations, across specification,

the estimates for ÎB
6^
n,t−1 are statistically insignificant. In summary, there is less evidence
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for peer effects from PV systems that are not directly visible from the choice maker’s

building.

Finally, we show that our results are robust to including all visibility measures in

one regression. As before, we see in column (1) of Table 26 that the estimated coefficients

for IBNR50
n,t−1 and for IB^

n,t−1, which refers to visible PV systems, are significantly positive

and similar in of similar size. In contrast, the estimates for IB���NR50
n,t−1 IB 6^n,t−1, which cover

non-visible system, are insignificant. The regressions include choice makern fixed effects

αn and Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects. These results remain unaffected from in-

strumenting IBNR50
n,t−1 (see columns (2) and (3)) and IB^

n,t−1 (see columns (4) and (5))

with their respective measure of the inclination and orientation of neighboring roofs. In

columns (2-5), we also include the not instrumented visibility measures in the regressions.

The specifications in Table 26 also reveal that proximity is not the real channel driving

our results since (Next road 50m) IBNR50
n,t−1 and (No road 50m:) IB���NR50

n,t−1 add up to IBn,t−1.

The significantly positive estimate for (No building in-between:) IB^
n,t−1 is the peer effect

from visible previously installed PV systems nearby (while controlling for all previously

installed PV systems nearby).
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Table 26: OLS and instrument variable estimates for all visibility measures included at
once for Case Study of Baden-Wuerttemberg.

OLS IV (next road 50m) IV (no building in-between)

1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS) 1st stage (OLS) 2nd stage (OLS)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

∆yn,t IBNR50
n,t−1 ∆yn,t IB^

n,t−1 ∆yn,t

Installed base (visibility measures):

Next road 50m: IBNR50
n,t−1 0.00013∗∗ 0.0043∗∗ 0.00013∗∗

(4.12) (51.1) (4.17)

No road 50m: IB��NR50
n,t−1 0.00058 0.0076 0.00058 0.0039∗∗ 0.00058

(1.48) (0.90) (1.48) (3.94) (1.48)
No building in-between: IB^

n,t−1 0.00035∗∗ 0.036∗∗ 0.00033∗∗

(3.37) (40.4) (3.18)

Building in-between: IB
6^
n,t−1 −0.000074 0.062∗∗ −0.000100∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.000078

(−1.52) (67.6) (−2.04) (−71.0) (−1.61)
Predicted installed base (visibility measures):

Next road 50m: ÎB
NR50
n,t−1 0.00017∗∗

(5.17)

No building in-between: ÎB
^
n,t−1 0.00031∗∗

(2.80)
Instruments (next road 50m):

Inclination of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 0.45∗∗

(138.5)

Orientation of neighboring roofsNR50
n,t−1 0.76∗∗

(249.2)
Instruments (visible from n):

Inclination of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 0.40∗∗

(163.7)
Orientation of neighboring roofs^n,t−1 0.78∗∗

(353.5)
Controls:

Potential electricity production per sqmn × t 0.014∗∗ −0.027∗∗ 0.014∗∗ 0.0049∗∗ 0.014∗∗

(32.0) (−7.47) (32.0) (5.68) (32.0)
Maximum module arean × t 0.00012∗∗ −0.0014∗∗ 0.00012∗∗ 0.00023∗∗ 0.00012∗∗

(4.79) (−8.10) (4.81) (4.72) (4.79)

Observations 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514 27,643,514
DFM 6 7 6 7 6

Adj. R2 0.06 0.00 0.00
F 178.5 179.9 178.0
Hansen J (p-value) 0.1 (0.75) 0.6 (0.44)
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F statistic 823,268.5 2,231,494.1
Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Federal staten fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Districti×Streetk×Yeart fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Choice makern fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Across columns, we show coefficients; t statistics in parentheses (based on SE clustered at street-level); ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
The dependent variable is always ∆yn,t, i.e., choice maker n’s observed choice in terms of (newly) installing a PV system in t. All
columns are estimated via OLS. Column (3) uses the predicted values for the installed base (next road 50m) from the first stage in
column (2). Column (5) uses the predicted values for the installed base (no building in-between) from the first stage in column (4).
The panel of 2,956,938 choice makers over 10 years t (2001-2010) results in 29,569,380 observations. Across columns, we censor the
data in the way that we ignore choice makers once they have installed a PV system because usually only one PV system can be
installed. In consequence, we end up with 29,145,636 observations. Across columns, the sample is always the same and singleton
observations are dropped. f

(
dn,m

)
= 1 and the Cut-off distance D is 200m.
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